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Body R 
count 
over 
90O 
DOVER MR FORCE• 
BASE'Del. (AP)  - -  The 
bodies of more than 900 
members of a U.S. cult who 
perished by suicide or 
murder in Guyana were 
back in their homeland 
Sunday as FBI and military 
experts renewed the 
seemingly hopeless effort to 
identify a l l  the badly 
decomposed dead.. 
The last 183 tmdles were 
unleaded at 3 a.m. from a 
U.S. Air Force C-141 cargo 
I/SaC, the ninth mSht of the 
airlift from the steamy 
tropical country where the 
havoc at the ~lonastown 
commune of the Peoples 
Temple religious sect was 
wreaked eight days before. 
Officials here said they 
were told that 912 bodies had 
been ~mt to Dover. U.S. 
officials in Ouyaan said 909 
bodies were found at 
Jonestown and four in 
Ge~etown, but one of those 
at Jonestown was that of 
Goyanese. 
A Pentagon pneas ettacbe, 
army MaJ. Brigham Shuler, 
said that as of midnight 
Saturday night' 441 bed been 
fingnririnted by an lml 
disaster teao and 17 
~ ltlvcly Identified, in- cling the Cal~orniabased 
colt's leader, Rev. Jim 
Jones. The others' names 
we~ not released. 
11~ task of idmtifyi~, 
. chml~ udemba~,~.mthe, 
bodies could last a mon~ or 
more, he said. 
Officials have said govern- 
meat doct~es will not per- 
form autopsies. 
Ontario 
on the 
attack 
ffrTAWA (CP) -- The On- 
Matt and Kaye made the stained glasswn windows in the Skeena Mall. 
This hobby turned crab 
M*** *-d Kave Eh~s are cops design represents the during the last two :years. 1977, during Terraco's an- 
"',~'~" ~,,--,~n 'r,,~raee - cafeteria~, says .Kaye. ~.~., . ",Many ,,l~OVla.~d0~'t.'know ' niverasryyear, they:_became~ : 
=~,~-- - - -~-~/~' -~, i~  Pe i~-a~l  Betty-Haagen', they can't -ke  the course known for dolng the an- 
o,~,.~ ~o,o ~e~v recently owners of Mountainview anvmure and a lot of people nlversary design of the 
~o'mp"~t~ " t--l~e'wl'-n'dows fo~r Bakery, were students of say they want to," he satd. Kermods bear in stained 
glass above the main door of Mountalnviow Bakery in the 
~keana Mall. 
Kaye made the original 
designs and Matt worked on 
the final product. Each of the 
four windows took at least a 
week to make, he said. 
The windmill design 
represents grinding the 
flour, the fruit bowl design 
represents he delicatessen, 
the mountain view design 
Ehees' night school course The Ebses began 
and they did the lamp shades, working with stained glass 
in the store, six years ago when ~ey. 
The Ehess" say the night wanted a five foot by 10 fore 
school courses were very window in their home at 
dPOpular and Matt said he is Whitereck, B.C. Both he and 
isappointed that the his wife took night school 
community education ser- courses in that community 
vices have been dropped by and have been working at it 
the school board, over since. 
He estimated that e0 They were the only eaes in 
people learned holy to make Terrace who know how to do 
stained glass winnew outing stained glass windows when torio government takes a represents he name of.the 
few pokes at the Alberta shopand the steaming co/tee the four courses he put on 
Heritage Fund and Quebee's 
restrictions on out-of- 
province t radssm~ in a THIRD CRITICAL 
pneitlon paper t0r t~e first 
ministers' conference on the 
economy. 
It also criticizes the recent 
federal wage settlement with 
ouiside p~tal workers as in- 
flatiouary, 
The ~-page paper, with 17 
recommendations, ingles 
out the Alberta Heritage 
Fund for having an adverse 
offect on shoat-term em- 
ployment and antimal price 
objectives. 
Changes 
needed 
they came here in 1976. In 
their home. 
Most of their window 
designs are done in the three 
main types of stained glass, 
which are Cathedral, An- 
lique and Opalescent, The 
glass is imported from the 
U.S. and from Europe. The 
designs are held together 
with copper foil tape and 
lead came, the metal bet- 
ween the individual pieces of 
glass. 
Two guar,ds killed 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP( - -  
Two guards were stabbed to 
death and a third was listed 
in stablecoudition n hospital 
Sunday following an incident 
at Collins Bay penitentiary 
Sunday, prison ofliclak said. 
Although details of the in- 
cidant were not available, 
officials said the multiple 
stobbings involved only one 
prisoner in the penitentiary 
kitchen. 
Dead ewe Francis Eustace, 
56, who had been working at 
the prison for four years, and 
food services officer Paul arrested by provincial porarily blockade the 
Maurice, 46, who had l0 pol ice.  MacDona ld ' s  peniteatiary, preventing any 
years erviceatCollinsBay, hometown and the sanleace visiting of prisoners and 
The injured guard has be is serving were not im- isolating those already in- 
been identified ae Frank mediately known, side. 
Prison officials said OPP Dural, 55, the prison's 
assistant food services " Coroner Stuart Patterson officers were being sent to 
said Sunday autopolas will be the site, just west of 
ator. ~ done on the two men but a Kingston, to investigate the 
on officials aid a man superficial examination incident. 
reveaied deep wounds in- went berserk in the kitchen 
and stabbed the prison 
employeee before other 
guards brought him under 
control. 
The officials said Hugh 
Daniel MacDonald, 36, was 
volving massive blood loss. 
The incident, which began 
shortly before noon, sparked 
prison officials to call in 
extra guards and tern- 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
federal government says 
significant changes in 
manpower, unemployment 
insurance and immigration Rescue attempt fails prel~re tur mmr cunmttms 
inthe 1980s. 
A discussion paper 
for '  the first ABERDEEN,. Scotland lifting it from its bed c( mud llfted ciear of the seabed, tbe 
Lottery 
winners 
LONDON, Ont. CP - 
Five tickets each worth $I 
million were drawn Sunday 
in the Provincial lottery 
draw. 
The winning numbers 
~.,J 
r 
RUPERT STEEL & SIH,VIGE LTD. 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL METALS & BATTERIES 
liON.- SAT. 
OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
Location Seal Oovo Phone 624-Ii63g 
November  27, 1978 J 
lOTS FIRES 
New strike 
hits Iran 
TEHRAN "(AP) -- A 
general strike called by 
Moslem religious leaders 
and politicians who want to 
topple the beleaguered shah 
of Iran virtually shut down 
the strife-torn country 
Sunday, and new anti.sbeh 
violence rupted in the prov- 
inces. 
Official reports aid troops 
shot and killed at least nine 
persons and wounded 30 in  
the town of Gorgan, about 
300 kllometres northeast of 
here, when anti-g0vermnent 
demonstrators did not obey 
orders to disperse. 
Rioters were reported to 
have tried to set fire to 
several buildings and a bank 
but were driven off by 
security forces. 
The official Pars news 
agency said a giant 
demonstration i the holy 
city of Mashhad, near the 
Soviet border 746 kllometres 
northeast of here, was kept 
under control by soldiers 
hacked by armored vehicles. 
Thousands of demon- 
strators marched through 
the streets ef Mashhad to 
protest the shooting of seven 
persons last week and the 
alleged maltreatment of a 
Moslem religious leader. 
The general strike, called 
to maintain pressure on Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
and protest the actions of his 
troops in quelling riots, was 
hacked by the opposition 
National Front, whose 
leader, Karim Sanjabi, is in 
Custody for allegedly .inciting 
public dissent o the shah's 
37-year-old reign. 
Employees of the govern-. 
ment's Central Bank here, 
nerve centre of Iran's 
monetary system, stayed off 
• their jobs for the second 
TALKS STALL 
CAIRO (AP) -- 
Egypt ian Pres ident  
Anwar Sadut said Sunday 
he believes his country 
and Israel will sign a 
peace treaty "sooner or 
later" despite the current 
deadlock in the 
Washington egotiations. 
"There are problems 
and it will take time but 
that does not mean 1 am 
pessimistic, not at ali," 
Sadat told reporters. 
"Sooner or later we shall 
be signing an agreement. 
This is a fact." 
But in Israel the state 
radio said Prime Minister 
• Menachem Begin reef- 
firmed Israel's position in 
a cabinet meeting Sunday 
that there is no reason to 
send negotiators beck to 
Washington at this point. 
Government 
spokesman Arieh Naor 
said Israel is awaiting 
Egypt's reply to the 
Israeli cabinet's decision 
last Tuesday rejecting 
Sedat's proposal that a 
timetable for Palestinisn 
salfrule in the West Bank 
of the Jordan River and 
the Gaza Strip, both 
Israeli-occupied Arab 
territories, be included in 
the peace treaty. 
Sadat's statement 
Sunday was his first 
reaffirmation that a 
treaty i s  still possible 
since the Israeli rejec- 
tion. The Israelis, in of- 
feet, had given Egypt a 
"take it or leave it" 
choice on a U.S.-proposed 
draft of a peace treaty. I 
Sadat has ordered a 
top-level committee to 
reassess the Egyptian 
position in the nego- 
tiationa in light of the 
Israeli decision. 
Thecommittee-- 
comprising Egypt's vice- 
president' prime 
minister, parliament 
speaker, dsfence minister 
and the country's top two 
diplomats--met with 
Sedat at his Nile-,ida 
residence Sunday. 
Sadst said after the 
ene-honr meeting he has 
"some observations" and 
Egypt will need unt i l  
Tuesday to complete a 
reaascesment he 
promised U.S. President 
Carter. 
Israel has said it is 
ready to sign the treaty 
and that negotiations are 
at an end, but Egypt has 
said it is dissatisfied with 
the current form of 
"linkage" made between 
the treaty, which would 
normalize relations be- 
tween the two eountrtes, 
and negotiations on the 
Palestinian issue. 
The preamble of the 
U,S.-proposed draft says 
only that negotiations on 
the political future of the 
Palestlnhn-populated 
West Bank and Gaza will 
begin after the treaty is 
signed. It gives no 
specific timetable. 
strai~htdsy, oripplingthe Refugees flood 
country's abilltytoconduct Malaysian ports day-to.day financial affairs, 
The bank controls payments 
to government workers and 
to the many state-run in- 
dustries and handles govern- 
ment contracts. 
The bank's 600 white-collar 
workers walked out 
Saturday, demanding that 
the shah restore a civilian as 
bead of the government, free 
all political prisieners and 
allow 78.year-old Ayatollah 
Ruhol luh Kkomain i ,  
spiritual leader of Iran's 32 
million Shiite Moslems and 
the symbol of opposition to 
the shah, to return from his 
exile in Paris. 
Shops and bazaars, the 
centre of commercial ac- 
tivity in every Iranian town 
and city, were reported 
closed across the country 
Sunday, a normal workday 
in Iran, Food stores, 
bakeries and some phar- 
macies remained open, 
Troop reinforcements dis. 
patched to the centre of the 
capital blocked off all ap- 
proaches to the U.S. and 
British embassies. The 
British Embassy was set 
ablaze by rioters Nov, 5. 
The general strike put new 
life into the opposition to the 
59.year.old.shah and the 
government .under Gen. 
Gholsm Reza Azhari, ap- 
Knaia Trangganu, 
Malassia (Renter) - the 
head of a special force, set 
up by the Malaysian 
government tocope with an 
influx of Vietnamese 
refugees, arrived at this east 
coast port Sunday to assess 
the situation. 
As Maj.-Gen. Datok 
Ghazali Che Mat held 
discussions with local of. 
fieials, up to 10,000 Viet- 
namese in 70 boats were be- 
lleved to be waiting off the 
Malayasian coastline/or a 
chance to sneak ashore. 
Despite efforts to 
discourage the Vietnamese 
from landing, hundreds 
continue to get ashore daily 
because Malaysia lacks the 
resources to adequately po- 
lice its 800-kilemetre coast. 
There now are about 40,000 
Vietnamese in refugee 
settlements on off.shore 
islands and Malaysia says 
they are arriving at a much 
faster rate than other 
countries have been pre- 
pared to accept hem for re- 
settlement. 
Gbezall told reporters that 
he hopes to set up a co- 
ordinating headquarters to 
intensify coastal sur- 
increased in the last few 
months, reaching 10,000 in 
October and already ex- 
ceeding that number this 
month. 
Sea patrol is left to the 
navy, already heavily in- 
volved on the west coast 
keeping watch on the 
freighter Hei Hung wbere 
the first of 2,500 stranded 
refugees have been taken off 
to be flown to other coon. 
tries. 
The first 159 Vietnamese 
from the ship arrived in 
Montreal early Sunday in 
Canada which has agreed to 
take 604. 
Vietnamese  
ar r ive  here  
MONTREAL (CP) - -  The 
159 Vietnamese refugees 
who arrived here on the 
weekend after being reseued 
from a ship off Malaysia 
enjoyed their first full 
Canadian meal Sunday 
afternoon. 
Bundled in a hodgepodge 
of temporary clothing, the 
refugees displayed an 
enormous appetite for the 
fare offered by a military 
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MONDAY 5 p.m, to midnight 
T t. CTV t . CT KING ~ (CBr.) q (CTV) 1 (PB$) (NBC) ~ ~ mmmm.m.mm 
:00 Mary Tyler Six Mister 
: ~5 Moore Million . Rogers 
: 3o Hourglass Dollar . Electric 
:45 cont'd. Cont'd. M ~  Company 
- i - I  N- °C_ 
: ~ ~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Years 
:3o Cont'd. Welcome Back Cont'd. Dick 
: ~5 Cont'd. Kotter Cont'd. Cavett 
:oo [Seattle 
: |5 Tonight 
: 30 Hollywood 
: ~5 Squares 
• r 
House 
On Prairie 
145 Cent'd. 
. , IMen. Night 
i ~ At Movies 
: 30 'And I 
: 45 /done 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
i ~5 Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Tonight 
45 Show 
12 oF n" • Cont'd. Cont'd. 
~5 Cont'd. 
TUESDAY 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune,;. 
E. copra 
Mysteries 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
m m m  
wKe.r in 
Cincinnati 
M.A.S.H. 
cont'd. 
Super 
Special 
'Den 
Harron' 
New|  
Magaz ine  
Man 
A l ive  
National 
Night 
,Final 
Grand Old I MaeNell 
Country I Lehrer 
J. Comteau Battle 
Special l ine 
Cont'd. 
Movie  
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
News 
News Hour 
Fall of 
Eagles 
Cont'd. 
~n 
W h o ,  .~, 
Dared: 
Cont'd. 
m 
Movie 
'49th 
Para l le l '  
~t 'd .  
Cent'd. 
Cent'd. 
c.,~gr. 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Contd. 
Cont'd. 
Late Show ' 
'Long 
Hot 
Summer' 
The 
Rockford 
Files 
Canadian 
Schools 
Mister ' ' : ': 
10 a,m, to 5 p,m, 
Webster Electric 
Coot'd. Company 
'What's Once Upon 
COoking ,~ Classic 
ON ECONOMY 
,t 
Trudeau, premiers meet 
OTTAWA' CP) --  Prime 
Minister Trudeau and the 10 
provincinl premiers gather 
at the conference table today 
faced with some hard 
decisons on how to make the 
country's flabby economy 
more fit for tough world 
trade competition in the 
1980s. 
Facing them as they 
gather for the three-day 
meeting on industrial 
strategy are background 
papers pointing to un- 
competitive industries such 
as textiles, clothing, foot- 
wear, appliances and metal 
fabricating that show little 
promise of standing up to the 
foreign competition. 
While the federal govern- 
'%  
It says measures will be that up to two million new board of economic ! 
required "to assist workers jobs will be needed by 1985 velopment ministers, to 
and their families in just to push the unem- headed by Robert And~ 
relecatingtoareanwheretbe ployment rate down to 5.5 that he said is designed', 
demand for labor is percent. This is down from make easier the •¢ 
greater." the current rate of about 8.2 ordination of federal' ,i 
The high tariffs that these per cent but well above the dustrial programs. " 
industries need just to rates of two to three per Andras will oversee i 
survive competition from cent of the 1950s and 1960s. programs of eight fede 
foreign imports have That would require about departments concernedw program, 
hampered Canadian 280J)00 new jobs each year, economic " ' 
arguments for freer world up from the current annual industry, trade and c~ 
trade at international average of 260,000. merce; employment 
negotiations now underway The report says that to immigration; regio 
inGeneva• Federal officials avoid large geograph'ic economic expansi(  and rest 
expect he Geneva talks to pockets of unemployment, . energy, mines 
produce anew agreement on workers will have to move to ees; labor; small bnsine~ 
international trade rules-- where the jobs are and revenue and science ,~ 
the General Agreement on employers may be offered technology, 
Tariffs and Trade (GATr)-- government incentives to Andras said it will be ~] 
before the end of the year. move them. job to lead the eonsultatlo0s 
Canada has been pushing The Cullen report says that with the provinces and w~h 
major overseas trading direct federal grants for job industry on the 900 re¢o~- 
I merit has said repeatedly it I has no plans to abandon its partners, uch as Japan and creation in economically de- . mendatlons 
i support for these industries the European Economic pressed areas and transfer d • 
Community, forlewertariffs payments to govern|eros F u n  mg-  
I overnight, the mluisters a e •  expected togivesup~ t.to.a in other areas where it can have discouraged workers | |1  
i numher  of programs to help compete ,  inc lud ing  from seeking jobs in other 
these industries gradually agriculture, fisheries and parts of the country, approve 
• adjust, high,technology industries Since the first ministers ' 
These include more such as telecommunications last gathered to talk about The Board of T/a'~ 
retraining programs for 
workers now employed in 
these industries and in ex- 
treme cases, such as 01~ 
industry towns, to help them 
relocate to other areas. 
"The textiles, clothing and 
la'lmary metals industries 
are concentrated in par- 
ticular communities and in 
particular egions and the 
shutdowns or curtailments 
could threaten the economic 
health of the entire area," 
says a conference paper on 
industrial adjustment. 
and energy. 
Officials say greater nc. 
tees to world markets is the 
key to solving the country's 
per|is|ant unemployment 
problems. With its relatively 
small domestic market, 
Canada relies on sales 
abroad for i~s. economic 
prosperity. Canada now 
experts about 25 to 30 per 
cent of the .goods its 
produces. 
Another conference brief 
prepared for Employrn.ent 
Minister Bud CulleD prewem 
the economy in February, 
extensive consultations with 
indnatry~ both 
management and labor-- 
have been under way in ce- 
op~atiun with the provinces. 
ese consultations have 
produced close to 900 
recommendations which 
now must be reviewed and 
used to formulate an in- 
dustrial strategy poliey. 
Trudeau announced on 
Friday a major restruc- 
luring of his cabinet that 
included creation of a new 
project in Atlin, B.C. will 
receive $39,942 in additim~J 
funding from Canada work~ 
this fail, lean compegael~ 
M.P. for Skeena announce~l 
recently. "~ " *~ 
The project had orlgi~lly 
received $22,050 to construct 
a 70-foot breakwater, ele~r 
undergrowth at the camp- 
site, to cut and clear 17 aere~ 
at the airport, and provide 
the Atlln Recreation Centre 
and Atlin Fire Hall within 
janitor and maintenance 
worker. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY .... '~'" 
RENTALS,,,. 
• Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIViDUALS 
• :' Hours: Men. - Sat, 0~.6,- . . . .  , 
~ iOg l  " rA1  "If ' : :  4,4~Gr~i, Av"ue  
~Ui ; i  tm~li I Phone 635.7417 
O ., 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVENTURE YAMAHA~ 
MEROURY (~.,,l 
(outboard DOLMAR ~' 
motors) (chain saws) . " ,  
Hours: Mort. • Sat. 6-t 
4946 6reig O~ale~NumberLicence02013A 63~'~2~ 
:00 America Sesame Mad Making Music 'MM ~ ~ 
a 15 Alive Street Dash Self Incerp. 
130 Cnnt'd Cont'd. Definition Freestyle 
I I l 145 Cout'd'. Cont'd. Cont'd. Stories of Amer. K,TC.EN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • . '., 638-6195 
f~ :00  To Be News-- Noon Explorers Uultd. ~ALWOOD 
J :15 Announced Bob Swltzer News _Art Cart :. . ANSWERING, 
/ :30 I Days of Search for Movie ttoc,jmnnsuce 
MON,TO.,.O OR : i i : ,S  Our Lives Tomorrow Matinee Cent d. i~  ITCHEN PAGIHO, g I 1 "%._  
s 00 Cont'd. Bob 'Great _Measure Up i BRAD REESE "~ '~ ,REA .,NAGER K ABINETS PHOTOCOPYING ':. 
i]~ Cnnt'd Mclean Ameriean ,cnvu*onmenm L SERVICES 
13o IThe--• !Show IBeauty, 2 Cents Worth Reg.  5TH AVENUE i "-- 24 HOUR SERVICE  :] 
, :4s Doctors Cont d• i 'DRiest About You ~ PRINCE GEORGE, B.C, V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
:00 Another Edge of Another spinning stories , Bus~ :::~;2~et FREE ESTIMATES 4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG IV5 " 
- J  :Is World Night World - Book Look 
~r  30 Cont'd Canadian Cont'd. Truly Amer. i ' ' 
:4s Cont'd. Authors Cont'd. [cover.Cover [ ~  GLACIER : 
d~ 00 You.  Take /dan lOver Tonaeo Eloetronio Repairs Ltd .  
:IS i People's Spee. [Thirty I Hamel I Eas.y. 
_1  3o lUnlcorn Celebrity iShow Ir'eedng SERVING TERRACE & KIT IMAT L ~,~ 4418 Legion Avenue I v .  I on" !  ,ee . , .v,c.o...- A T , r r . , , , ,e .  
g l l  : 15 I Treat [ Cont'd. i Is Right i St _r~,,t J l~ ,~ 'O Warranty Depot for 
I l L  :3o I Cont'd. [Carol i Cont'd. [Cont, d. - r  :,s Iconrd. Ir~urnett I conrd. I centa" q*'~'- SylvanlaZenlth'Philllps'Hitachi' ~ A Complete Glass and  
lSSimXiSS|m|sgisimSSlil|SimSlililmSSSlSiSlilS||mlMIIIIliil MON.  - SAT. 8 a .m.  - S p.m.  Aluminum Service 
4900 Graham - 635.4543 
daniadown quilts 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down 
fine Danish Ticking. These quilts 
comparable to the finest quilts av 
in Europe. 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
YeUowhead It|re Protection mid 
Yeliowhead Securities Systems Lid.. 
PRIVAI[ INVESTIGATOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C 
VgG 3N5 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
OR (604) 635.3861 
daniadown quilts 
Illmilllilllgiliilii|iillllii|milililllliallililiilIiillili 
6ordon and Anderson LAd, 
4606 Lazello Ave,, Terrace 
Ph, 636-6576 
Store Hours: Tun,- Sat, 9 a,m,-5'30 p,m, 
Friday D a,m,-9 p.m, CLOSED MONDAY 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture- Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies. 
Boattopplng & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners- Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies, Antique Auto Restoration 
R,R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635-4348 
VISITORS 
WELCOME 'iL 
HALLIwELL 
ORDE nO i " _ 
Call us at 636-6361 9 to § 
/ 
~L4UI~J.II, C I L~I~I - - 'a ' 'S& Laurie Mallett, Dally 
Herald publisher (left), 
• presents Lynn Taylor, 
winner  winner of •e Meet the 
Merchants Contest with 
cheque fo~ $150. Cmtest was 
run recently in the Heruld. 
• It's more natural  
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
federal and provincial 
|overnments hould use 
public , service an- 
emmeements on radio and 
lelevislon to inform parents 
d the advantages of breast- 
feedlng, a committee 
flq)resentlag Greater Vie. 
toga churches has recom- 
mm4ed. 
11m committee says in a 
brief that mothers' milk is 
nutritionally superior to 
commercial forumla or 
cmv~' milk and that hreast 
feeding contributes to 
bonding between a mother 
and child. 
, "Despite the belief 
lgem~lingnorally held that breast- 
is best, Canadian 
Women receive little en- 
couragement to breast- 
feed," it ea.~. 
• "There Ls a lack of 
~lueation on all levels. 
Chiklren rarely see an infant 
llceaat-feeding and so grow 
lip not knowing anything 
~out I t "  
'The re¢ommeedatlans are 
Omdatued in a brier by the 
hcaneh of fnfact 
resu l t  f rom th i s  
budget'."' i 
"Here in Skeena," con- 
Canada. Vietorta Infaet is a Canada to Ilead the way in tinued Fulton, "large 
task force of the Greater changing lhe internatimml numbers of seasona'l wm'kere ~in the forest and 
Victor ia In terchurch  symbol dmoting airport thddngindtmtrieswillendu p 
Committee for World nursery r(~ =as. The present 
Development Education. symbol is t baby bottle, " ; 
~ ! i i _ _  i I ~ i " The brief says people Medical and nursing  ,. , 
rarely see pictures of breast- schools sb ~ld re-evaluate •, '~ 
feeding mothers while their ou~eulum es lac- I tA ;F I~AI - I I I I~ I~ I  
formulas and bottle.feeding ration, it says, while 
are heavily promoted in the hospitals ~ nuld issue policy 
media, s tatements '  endors ing 
The committee also wants Ixeastfeed~ [. 
A Pacific weather system 
moving on to the Northern 
B.C. omst will give overcast 
skien and 'rain to the 
Ter raee-K i t imut  area POL ICE  NEWS 
,I 
I 
Terrace RCMP recovered RCMP said the vehicle Slid 
a stolen tWO Chev pick-up in o[f the ro~d. 
the Braun Road area about 5 Three t persons were 
p.m. on Sunday, The truck .charged Saturday evening 
with driving with a blood, 
was stolen from 4-5016 Park alcohol evel over .08. They 
Ave. overnight between will appear In court in due 
COUrse .  : Saturday and Sunday. There 
was some damage to the 
spokesman. 
There were no injuries in a ' :iii 
single vehicle accident at the / ::~I!!! 
Kitsumkslum Ski Hill gate [ ..... ~ii::!i :~ ......... ~::ii~ ~ ....... 
about I| p.m. on Saturday. ] iii: 
HEALTH 
I i 
Your new baby, like your 
mew car, needs periodic 
checkup. While your car 
may be several months old 
before this is required, most 
hospitals demand that the 
doctor assess a newborn at 
one minute and again at five 
minutes after birth. Often a 
10 minute check is also asked 
for. 
• In addition, astandardized 
rating system, the Apgar 
my:ore, has been used for 
many years to permit ac- 
curate comparisons of dif- 
ferent babies and to follow 
the progress of an individual 
newborn, 
The doctor who is in the 
process of delivering a 
maternity patiem is usually 
very busy, so the initial 
assessment must be done 
quickly, but it also must be 
meaningful. 
Five things that can be 
rapidly ascertained one 
minute after birth are the 
baby's color, its heart rate, 
the character and rate of its 
Ixeathing, its response to 
stimulation (usually a 
suction tube in the nostril), 
and the tone or firmness of 
its muscles. These can be 
noted in a few seconds. 
Each item is rated on a 
s~le of 0 to 2. A limp, pale, 
blue baby that is not 
Ixeathing and has no pulse 
and who does not respond to 
stimulation earns, not 
surprisingly, a zero on the 
Apgur scale. 
A completely pink baby, 
breathing well and crying 
and actively moving will 
l eers  10 points if he or site 
::i:~,~:: ~ s ~  when its nose is 
Qdded and the heart rate ns a 
,,;~;~thy 100 beats a minute or 
• ':An improvement in a p~r 
==ore in five minutes is a 
~t~ omen, while a 
ioratlng rating may be 
cause for concern. 
The Apger score results 
lepta a part of the baby's 
chart. When carefully 
analysed it can provide 
~idenee in resuscitating Ihe 
infant. The baby doing 
plmrly because the m~.~ther 
Ires I~n  heavily sedat~ wil, 
dtow a different pattern than 
Ike oxygen.starved infant. 
Even years later the 
Apgar readings may be 
het~r~ to a family doctor or 
~atr lc inn who is assessing 
a learning-disabled or 
epileptic hild-- or any child 
who may have delayed 
I 
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DOESN'T FAcE ISSUE d i 
Fu l ton  attacks gov't bu get : 
The New Democratic, on welfare because of the have an effect in Quebec and few dollars per week to most stability !of a long =term 
Par(y i candidate, Jim harsh new regulations on Ontario," stressed Fulton, famlliesinSkeena. Atatime stratogy/wegetashort!term 
Fulton, for the federal riding unemployment insurance "due to the concentration f when Canada ~ needs the conservative budget." i 
of SkeenaattsokstheLiberhl eligibility.""Thiscomesata manufacturing in those  
government's budget in'a time when approximately provinces." It will have a M a  b a n d  a pt  
recent press release, one fifth of the workforce of pitifully small and probably $ se t  cce  s 
• "Tl-.?. Nov. 16 budget dicl Northwestern B.C. is unnoticable effect on our . ' 
not address unempioymen~t, already out of work," said local economy. The Masset Band Council and community facility for 
the number one problem In Fulton. "In summary," said has accepted a $20,400 the village near Prince 
Canada," said Fulto N • "The three percent cut in Fulton, "the tax cuts and federal.provincial govern- Rupert. Costs are estimated 
"Instead of creating jobs, manufacturers sales tax will deductions will mean only a meat offer of assistance in at $2S0,000, withtwo full.time 
the government chose to the establishment of a jobs being crested by the 
make anumher of cosmetic training project in the project. 
changes4ntormsoftaxatidn G d The assistance is made . ,  ,==,==. ov., o. rant  announce  =~°""  of log homes on the reserve. By building an under the auspices of the 
nfllliou Women and men will An additional project in public which would other, initial unit, it proposes to Canada.British Columbia 
continue unemployed into this area will receive $25,116 wise be unavailable owing to train five Band members in Special Rural Development 
the New Year, a sorry in  funding from Canada the closure of the Granduc the skills required to build Agreement, (popularly 
comment on ten years of Works this fall it was an- operation. The facilities will thehomestothestandardsof known as Special ARDA) 
Liberal rule," said Fulton. nounced by lena Cam- also he available for in- Central Mortgage and which provides residents of 
"Rather than moveboldly pagnolo, MP for Skeena. clusion in the school Housing Corporat ion,  Indian ancestry in rural 
into the field of Job creation, The Stewart Fitness and program. This additional utilizing local products, areas with opportunities to 
Mr. Chretkmliasennounced Sports ProjectforStewart, grant brings the total The Metlakatla Band improve: their economic 
a plan toeellect less and cut B.C. will use this funding to amount of federal monies in Council has .accepted an c i rcumstances .  The 
back' service. Canadians provide essential Canada Works Grants in offer of $85,000 towards the program is administered by 
should be aware," warned recreational facilities for the Skeena to $3,164,794. construction of a recreation DREE. 
Fulton, 'that even greater 
levels of unemployment will '. 
weak Ii i 
. Last call for. , : 
throughout the day.. ; 
Behind the sysmm, a 
southwesterly flow of .mild 
moist air will keep skies 
cloudy, and give occasional 
sbowers~and periods of fog. 
Temperatures will reach a 
high ~ of about 5 degrees 
CelsiUs this afternoon, and 
drop i~ i~on~ow .l~ere ~o~a 
the freezing mark overesgm 
..... i I I 
I 
problems that could be ~TOUI~ISMIiRI]'ISHCOLUMIHA ; li 
related to his birth ex- ~ IK)N . ( ;RN]  I~k:CARIIIY, MINISIIR. II perience. ~ ' 
The disciplinediuse of the 
A gar (or similat') seam is t l ~  P • ~ 
an effective early warmng, 
system 
# 
t ,  • 
L_ 
YELLOW PAGE LISTINSS 
Kitimat-Terrace 
and Area 
DireCtory 
0 J ' 
~ o  , '! 
', ! 
i 
THE YELLOW PAGES SECTION of your  new telephone directory 
is c los ing NOW! Are your  l is t ings O.K.? ~ 
We re sounding the !inal alarm today. So, please check all of your listings 
and make sure they re correct. Here are ihe points to watch fo r : -  
Are you listed under all the headings you should be under? 
Can your customers find you easily? 
Are your key employees and their positions in order? 
Are all the firms you represent listed? 
Have you double-checked all names, addresses and numbers? 
EXTRA YELLOW PAGE USTINGS COST SO LII"rLE -- MEAN SO MUCH. 
CALL OUR BUSINESS OFFICE ABOUT yOUR EXTRA LISTINGS TODAY! 
Re.. TEL 
I 
Q 
Secondary 
processing lEa.big 
part of B.C. mmeng, 
Many people believe that mining in B.C. consists mainly of extracting 
ores from the ground and producing mineral concentrate for export to 
foreign markets. But there's also a good deal of secondary processing 
within our province-in fact, many thousands of people are now 
employed in this "other side" of B.C:s mining industry. 
A major centre for secondary mineral processing is located in the City of 
Trail. Here, at the giant Cominco operation, mineral concentrate from many 
sources is converted into lead, zinc and other finished metals...while a 
by-product of metal production is used to produce chemical fertilizers. 
An important source of concentrate for Trail is the Sullivan Mine at 
Kimberley... but concentrate is also received from over 20 other B.C. mines, 
from Pine Point in the Northwest Territories and from other world sources. 
This Canadian-owned operation provides direct employment for nearly 
4,000 people, and indirectly suppofls many thousands of others. 
B.C. is also an important producer of aluminum. The Alcan smelter at 
Kitimat has a capacity of 300,000 tons of finished aluminum yearly, for sale ,. 
both within Canada and abroad. More than 2,500 people are employed 
at this operation...and, as with the Trail plant, thousands more depend 
on activity at Alcan for their livelihood. 
The plants of Cominco at Trail and Alcan at Kitimat are major centres 
for secondary mineral processing-but there are also oth~er such operations 
within British Columbia. At Alton near Kamloops, for example, B.C's 
first modern copper smelter began Operating during 1977. 
The export of mineral concentrate to foreign nations will continue to be 
an important part of B.C:s mining activity. But secondary processing will ' 
play an increasingly prominent role in years to come. It's all part of the 
process of development which makes mining a vital economic force 
in British Columbia. 
MINING 
"B.C's second largest industry" 
The Mining Association of British Columbia 
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: By Greg Middleton 
I t  was a wi ld  night, antl there was a con- 
s iderab le  amount  of game around. Before 
anyone thinks this is goh~g to be an  x . ra ted  
column, I 'm speaking of the Ter race  Rod and 
- Gun Club annual  wild gazne banquet.  
: About 200 adventurous bodies turned out  to 
:: the Lake lse  Hotel to try var ious  cu l inary  
" del ights prepared  by ch.ef Gary  Kamm.erer ,  
• Few ff any wexe  deter r~ by me sign a~sotving 
? the club of any responsibility for an,,,, side 
effects caused by the fare. 7 
: Gracing the hers d'oeuvre table was a 
! salmon wearing a striped jacket and a whole, 
! i baked beaver, head and all, with a stick in its . 
:~ mouth. Mter an introauctory speech in which 
:: the assembly were warned that no, a live 
moose wasn't going to be let loose in the hall, 
and yes, everything was dead, the club 
: members and non members alike lined up to 
sample suclz things as roast beaver, bar- 
bequed antelope: bear basted in beer, and best 
of all the porcupme. Tizere were several kinds 
of game bird as well as salmon anct trouL 
The feast would have been, to my mind," a 
. little better if there had been two or more 
serving tables so that things could have moved 
a little more  quickly. Some Wild vegetables 
- and garnishes would  have  enhanced the meat, 
:- - f ish and  fowl, 
One of the guests, MLA Cyril Shelf  oral, to~e 
anti large responsible [or game xwanagement. 
~ SlmlIo~ castigated tl~e bureaucrats office 
" holders who have never ~en out of the con- 
: crete jungle and yet make policy decisions for 
thosewholive and work~ the hinterlands. A 
number of those.present were into the 
bubblies and gig~lii~S aiia R was tiff fit:nit o'tell 
f f  Shelford was making an impassioned speech 
: of just yelling to be heard over the talking and.  
: laughing. 
zam was, t believe, the second game 
banquet  put  on by the club and the turnout 
augured  wel l  for future events of the kind. 
With Saturday 's  exper ience to draw from, 
next  year ' s  wi l l  undoubtedly be orgmuzed so 
as  to prevent  the l ineup and de lay at  gett ing 
down to sampl ing  the savor ies.  
• The light side 
of the News 
BARTI,ESVILL~, Okla. 
• (AP) -- Adults conlvsed by 
inflation might take a lesson 
from a group of elementary 
students in Oklahoma. 
The students at St. John 
elementary school were 
asked recently to write about 
what inflation means to 
them. The survey was 
Inltlated by a P, arilesville 
firm, TRW Reda Pump, for a 
company publication. 
"I think inflation means 
that prices of things will go 
up," reasoned fourth.grader 
Mike DeBacher. "For in- 
- stance: last year you could 
buy a hamster for one 
dellar--now ~.50." 
"We are having trouble 
: with inflation," wrote 
Christianne van dor l,ce. 
"Like when you blow up a 
balloon it gets bigger and 
bigger," added Kathy 
Abeyta. 
"Once I went to one store 
to buy a ... model and it cost 
almost $2," wrote Joe 
Hromadik. "Then 1 went to 
onother store and it only cost 
97 cents." 
And one earnest fourth- 
grader wrote: "Inflation is 
the stuff you put in your attic 
and in the walls. It keeps you 
warm in the winter sad c~ol 
in the summer." 
NEW YORK (AP) 
Comic book c~llectors 
gathered in Manhattan 
during the weekend to 
porme tons of faded yellow 
paper etched with imaginary 
heroes. 
Dubbed "Creat ion,"  
organizers claimed about 
one million comic books and 
ether comicart materials 
were on view during the 
three-day festival of colored 
comics at the Statler Hilton 
Hotel. Tickets to the show 
:were $6.50 and many of the 
10-ce~zt bon~,.: sold in the 
hundre~ el dollars. 
A 19,",4 drawing of Felix the 
Cat cotfld be. bought for $1~. 
Larry Shell of Irvington, 
N.J., purchased the original 
pen-andink drawing from 
another dealer several 
me 
its ago. 
"None of your business," 
I~ replied, when asked how 
much he was attempting to 
profit on the quick deal. 
Among ot~r collectors' 
items on display were Uncle 
~croogc's Back to the 
~londike, Donald Duck, 
Archie, the Katzenjammer 
Kids, Dick Tracy and the 
four action men and one 
fascinating woman- --Satyr, 
Spider, Bat, Bulle~ anti 
Wonder• 
, _  • . .  
! 
most closely controlled "~ nsws media. Pictures of 
country in the Caribbean 
next to Cnba. 
So how could American 
cult leader Jim Jones 
amass an arsenal at his 
remote agr icu l tura l  
commune, r~n "his own 
in ternat iona l  com- 
munications operations, 
use three ocean-going 
vessels with a minimum 
of cu.~toms urveillance 
and often have hundr,Ms 
of thousands of dollars in 
foreign currency in hi.~; 
posession? 
These privileges are 
denied Guyar, ese citizens, 
and critics of the 
government of Prim6 
Minister Forbes Bur- 
nham, in the wake of the 
Jonestoxvn mass suicides, 
are demanding answers 
in a developing scandal 
that one opposition ews 
sheet labelled Tem- 
plegate. 
The critics charge that 
the Peoples Temple 
settlement in Guyana's 
northwestern jungle was 
a "state witlfin a state" 
and Jones was its em- 
peror. 
Government officials 
have made little com- 
ment. Few details of the 
shocking eveot have been 
presented to the 
I , I II 
JONES TO WN TRAGEDY 
Ho   c uld it all happen 
GEORGETOWN (AP) ~i Guyanese through the the United States. 
- -  Socialist Guyana is the ~4 government.controlled 
the bodies that stunned 
the world have not been 
• shown h~re. 
But in a special parlia- 
mentary i session Friday 
and in the streets of the 
capital of Georgetown, 
unhappy'• Guyanese are 
making , themselves 
heard. * 
• Most comment centres 
on the special privileges 
the. Americans m 
Jonestown enjoyed. The 
government admits to 
giving the temPle lioenees 
for~ four, weapons but 
more than 40 were 
reported i to have been 
furred atl. the massacre 
site. MoR were semi- 
automatic rifles, which 
are forbidden to private 
citizens here. 
Armed': patrols of 
cultists often were visible 
at the', entrance to 
Jonestown but the 
government apparently 
did nothh~g about it. 
There I were other 
special privileges enjoyed 
by Jone, s's followers that 
were dez~ed to Guyanese 
citizens:'; 
--The t,emple operated 
a radio-telephone link 
between headquarters in 
Georgetown , the 
Jonestown settlement and 
~toms supervision 
was superficial or waived 
on shipments entering 
Guyana for Janeatown 
and three ocean-going 
vessels serviced the 
settlement, sailing 96 
kilometres upriver to 
Port Kaituma and then 
sending the goods by road 
to the conunune. 
-.Jones; was known to 
be holding hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in 
cash and cheques at any 
one time, idefectors from 
the settb~hent say. Large 
sums of U.S. dollars and 
other foreign c~irrendes 
were reported to have 
been found after the mass 
suicides. Guyana require 
sUet supevislonof foreign 
currency holdings. 
--The ~,temple was 
allowed 30 min~cs a 
week on Guyana National 
Radio to talk of the set- 
t lement'S activit ies.  
Jones often spoke during 
these ~ss l0~ and 
regularly extolled the 
virtues of the govern- 
ment. ' 
Critics say  all op- 
position ' leaders are 
denied radio time in Gu- 
ynna. 
The g0vermnnnt has 
declined detailed com- 
ment on these charges. It 
has said ~that when the 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT ! 
- - - - - - ] I  ..... I . BY RICHARD JACKSON , 
Ottawa, - If everything is but determined Liberals ate 
fair in love, war and politics, taking it a long step further. 
"then the shaken Liberals are 
FOUND A T SCENE 
commune was 
established in 1974, set- 
l lementa in the virgin 
forest were encouraged 
and the Americans met 
the established rules. 
A government 
spokesman said letters of 
praise for Jones signed by 
m~ny prominent 
Americans, including 
U.S. President Carter's 
wife Rosalynn, Vice- 
President Walter Men- 
dale and others helped 
! officials dealde on Jones's 
'application. But in 1974, 
; Mrs. Carter was not a 
nat iona l  figure and 
' Mondsle was a seaator. 
: Jones has been 
i photographed with 
Burnham and other lead- 
,tag political figures in 
Guyana, leading the 
:harshest critics to 
~ sul~est a conspiracy of 
some kind. The extreme 
leftist Working Peoples' 
Alliance charged in a 
pamphlet that farming 
and religion at Jonestown 
served as a mask. 
The pamphlet said: 
"Guyanese find them- 
selves ruled by a group of 
persons closely related to 
international criminals of 
a very sinister breed who 
carry on their crimes 
behind the cover of social 
concern and in the name 
of socialism." 
Some answers in letters 
JONESTOWN, Guyana 
(AP) -- Journals of h~nan 
emotions lie in the rains re.d,, 
mud and s~ench of liletes~ 
Jonestow,. 
laced fruit drink. The drill 
was called by Jones a few 
months earlier as a loyalty 
teat. She wrote: 
"A few imonths back, the 
time we drank the Keel-Aid, 
I thought 'it was real. (Her 
sony stood very close to me 
squeezing my hand tight and 
never saying anything. I 
r, ever said anything to him 
about my being scared to 
fight. But he probably 
knows. What can I say? I'm 
sorry." 
When she arrived at 
,Ionestown nearly a year 
ago, she wrote: 
"I used lo think about he 
States all the time. I wanted 
to go back. Now I see how 
important he structure is 
and I'm dealing with it. l 
don't want to go back now or 
ever. 
"l have a very low opinion 
of myself.. 1 think my brain 
suffered damage from not 
having the right kind of food 
as a child. You mentioned 
something about that one 
time and I think it applies to 
me, 
"It's hard for me to write 
this. l have had a hard time 
passing tests. My brain feels 
picked. I worry about it so I 
get resentful. My son got the 
highest score in the junior 
high IQ test hey gave him, is 
doing llth-grade work and is 
only 13. He sure doesn't take 
after me. lhave you to thank 
for that. 
"I also think I'm a traitor, 
out a revolutionary became 
I'm afraid of fighting 
because I'm sure I will just 
t~red t shot and not die, cap- 
then: tortured. That's 
what l 'm ~raid of. 
"1 couldn't stand to see the 
children tortured. I still 
of mine flretl I couldn't 
watch my baby dropped 
from a window. I'd probably 
fall apart. ! can't be trusted. 
That's why l always vote for 
revolutionn'ry suicide. 
"l don't ever want to go 
back and Will stay here and 
die for this great came if 
neoesaary." 
Another woman wrote this 
selberiticism at Jones's re- 
quest: i 
"When I got here I really 
hated working in the fields in 
the hot sun and sometimes 
getting soaked from the rain. 
When I put in for a job 
change it was denied 
although It was explained to 
me why. Since then I have 
not put in for a job change 
because l've adjusted to the 
field work' and enjoy being 
out in the open. I'm too 
passive tO complain too 
much about conditions. 
"I feel gui l ty because 
some of the children had 
come without heir parent or 
parents a~l they do not 
complain about hings as we 
adults do. 
"I have a desire to speak 
out about he injustice of the 
oppressed people around the 
world, but if I had to go any 
place it would be hack to the 
States to fight In thestreets if 
necessary for the freedom of 
black people and would 
gladly die. Dad, I do not want 
my llvln~ to be in vain. 
"The thing that I do like 
here is there is no drugs or 
;:crime. 
"The last thing that I 
:dislike is that I pass by the 
:kitchen during dinner time 
and see people with a nice 
i plate. Then when the field 
~workers get in line there is a 
;limit, meaning a teaspoon of 
:vegetables and maybe two 
ispeons of r ice."  
Another woman wrote: 
"Turmoil inside these last 
few years. And felt I should 
just express it to get it out. 1 
s.toyed away from him as 1 
did not want to interfere in 
• his life. I still think yon are 
the best parent for him. 
"l am not sorry I gave him 
to you at all and would do it 
all over again, but this did 
cause me some worry. 
i " I  will never leave yon 
until I breathe my last 
breath and will work on 
becoming a better person." 
i A woman talked of a 
"crisis" after arriving in 
Jonestown. 
"During that first crisis, I
said, Ti l  never see my 
brothers and sisters again or 
my mother.' I was really 
.saying l 'm not ready to die 
yet. 
"It was not that I was 
scared. I was not willing to 
take a responsibility to do 
something ood for once. 1 
was not thinking about Dad, 
I was thinking of self, 
something that don't mean 
anything." 
Letters to Dad--.{tev. Jim 
Joues--fo'.:nd ,~utside ilia 
cottage after I'c ~nd .~11 OZ 
hls l eovle,; "~:mpt~. cult 
followers" dit'd in a nmss 
suichie-m~)xder, reve~l the 
thoughts of th~.-. ,.vile livet 
and met their deaths there. 
They are lcdget~ of self. 
criticism and evaluation, 
guilt, fm-'lir4~,s of inadequacy 
and "confessions" of 
BUF'I"ALO, ~ iun .  tAP) . -  weakness 
Nta'sing home administrator 
John Thompson thinks some They tell of troubled 
rulcsare made to be. broken., minds, broken homes and 
Yrhat's why he schedules a children who are missed; of 
pre-dtnner cocktail party 
once, or twice a week for 
elderly zestdents at the 
Rotirem,nt Centre of Wright 
C~mty. 
"The), enjoyed o eock~il 
at borne once in a while," 
Thompsoll said. "Why not 
here? We don't try to 
discipline their Ilveq." 
About a fourth of rite 
home's i 19 residents .,;how up 
for the parties in the centre's 
all-purpose room, Beer, 
wine, mixed drinks and pop 
are served tn regular 
glasses-no plastic cups-- 
and staff members pass 
around chips and crackers. 
At a recent party, l@> 
loneliness and sexual 
feelings; of thoughts wen. 
ding homeward to ~he Umted 
Statc~., of stltcidal impulses, 
feat's and loyalties. 
So, me are rt~mblir, g and 
disjointed. Some naake unex- 
plained references to tor.. 
turo, short rations, the 
giving away of children and 
class distinctions in 
Jonestown~ a settlement 
billed as a soeiali'zt utopia 
hacked from the remote 
jungles of northwest 
Guyana. 
In a letter dated Nov. 7, 11 
days before the deaths, a 
yearold Herman Ernst woman tells of what turned 
enjeyH a glass of wine while out to be a limited suicide 
Ann Wittrup, 79, stuck to a rehearsal of drinking what 
i:.l,zil~ :rift drink, she thought was cya~lido- 
breaking no rules in the 
great !game of elec- 
tioneering. 
The Liberals are shaken - 
by losing ten of those recent 
15 byelectione - but being a 
cool and calculating crowd 
are by no means in a panic. 
They're so acem.tomed..to 
power, taking it omy as mew 
national right and due, that 
any threat o the continuity 
of their" supremacy serves 
only to sharpen their 
political wits. 
They know they are safe as 
long na they can protect, as a 
Liberal preserve, their 
Quehec~power base. 
Give :them their almost 
invariable monopoly of. 
quebec?seato - this time 75, 
lass perhaps one or two - in 
the qewly distributed 
Commons of 282 con- 
stituencies, and they-re 
away to a flying start in the 
race for votes. 
Only once in the last 40 or 
so years has their copyright 
on a reek.solid Quebec vote 
been breached. 
That ~wsa back in the 
Conservative national  
landellde of that record 208 
seats when Prime Minister 
Diefenhaker picked up an 
astounding 50 quebec seam. 
The Uboral monopoly had 
been broken. 
But not for long. The 
Conservatives lost all but 14 
in the next election, and then 
power a3ear later when they 
were cut hack to eight 
quebec seats. 
So Quebec, like It or not in 
the rest of Canada, is the key 
t°~veflds--"-- time, in the 
coming:Spring eleation, as 
always, the basle Liberal 
strategy is the protection 
and p{-~ervation of the key 
75 seats in Quebec. 
Start wilh those, and build 
to a majority - or evcu a 
minority, if nothing more 
solid can he put together 7 by 
scraping enough ~ats nero 
and there across Englkh 
Conada~ to make it once 
more. 
As usual. 
But this time, the shaken 
They're making it your 
~atriotic duty to vote 
beral. 
They're say ing . - -and  
they're being echoes ny 
L ibera l - lean ing  com- 
mentators in the Eastern" 
Media Elite, the gurus o f  
Ottawa, Toronto and Mon- 
treal - that it would be un- 
thinkable for the election to 
divide Canada along 
,nguistlc boundaries. 
They even say it would 
play into the hands of Quebec 
separaitsts. 
So while you know that 
unless Conservative Leader 
Joe Clark works a miracle 
and breaks into Quebec, that 
province traditionally will go 
Liberal. 
Again. 
And to hold the country 
together -- to prove to 
Quebec there is not intention 
to even accidentally isolate 
them politically - Yon in 
English Canada must vote 
with them. 
The Liberals always know 
when they've got a good 
thing going and how to push 
it to the very limit. 
So they're using the same 
scare tootles to try saving 
Prime Minser Trudeau's 
hide along with the party's 
power. 
Just think, they tut-tut, 
what Quebec will say if 
English Canada repudiates 
Pierre, a Franch-conadian. 
quebec will be saying - 
with prompting from the 
scpartists -- warn the 
Liberals, that the English 
turned out Pierre because 
he was French. 
Doesn't matter that he has 
had English support through 
three earlier elections and 
that Prime Minister Louis 
St, haurent, among other 
national leaders, was a 
French Canadian, 
It only matters that the 
English again vote Trudeau - 
• for the sake of Con- 
federation - to make quebec 
feel wanted. 
Unfair, .unfair. 
But that's the way the 
Liberals always play - for 
real and for kaspo. 
People in 
the news 
VATICAN CITY (AP) - -  
Pope John Paul, a.ddr~slng 
about 60,000 people at St. 
Peter's Square on Sunday, 
pealsed;priests who defend 
truth and justice, but said 
the Roman Catholic Church 
is not tied to any political 
reginle.. 
"The church is in no way 
mixed up with the political 
community," the 58-ynar-old 
pontiff said in his noon 
blessing ~."It's not linked to 
any political system." 
I 
But, ha added, his thoughts 
go to "those brothers who 
are tried and. perhaps con. 
demned to die--if not 
dphysically, from a viewpoint 
civil rights--hecause they 
exercise their faith, because 
they are faithful to truth, 
became' they, defend Jus- 
tice." 
• Vatican observers said the 
Pope,, noted for opposing 
religions restrictions in his 
native Poland, probably had 
Likelt said: "What I think is 
that they need more music, 
maybe, yon know, country- 
western." 
All in all, Clear said: 
"That was the toughest 
crowd we've ever had. The 
ones that were left at the end 
were good. 'But at the start, 
in the middle, whew." 
MOSCOW (ALP) -- Once 
again, ailing infant Jessice 
Katz and her parents have a 
ticket to leave the Soviet 
Union for medical treatment 
in the United States--this 
time with Jeasica'a new baby 
sister, whose birth delayed 
their departure. 
Boris Katz said Sunday 
that he; his wife, Nataiin, 
and their two daughters 
would leave Wednesday for 
Vienna, then Massachusetts, 
after a week's delay. 
Communist regimes of 
Eastern Europe in mind. A year ago, the Katzea p- 
plied for an exit visa to seek 
¥¥¥  medical treatment for 
Jennies, wbo suffers from 
malabsorption syndrome 
SHLLWATER, Minn. and cannot properly digest 
lAP) . Guthrie ~natre her food. 
actor Patrick Clear says it 
was the toughest audience he They received exit per. 
ever faced--Z/5 convicts at mission this month and were 
MinneSota's St i l lwater  scheduled toleave last week, 
Prison who thinned to 69 be- when Natniia gave birth to 
fore the Shakespeare was her second child--whose 
over. 
Clear ',told the prisoue~s 
Friday the red tights and 
skirt-like outfit he was 
wearing Were "the jealts and 
T-shirts of the 16th century." 
"Yon don't have to ex- 
plain, honey," yelled one 
convict. 
Actress Barbara Hyslop 
got a big reactlon--but it 
focused mainly on her legs, 
her gown and the screen 
behind Which she changed. 
The bit from Romeo and 
Juliet got a boost when a 
burly prisoner walked across 
the auditorium and ordered 
a group to "shaddup." Throe 
who stayed loudly applauded 
Clear for a scene from 
Hamlet, and a young man 
wished Miss llyslop well by 
making ~ long sweeping bow 
and kissing her hand. 
Still, one prisoner who left 
during a scene from As Yon 
name will be either Gabrielle 
or Gabrieila, Katz said 
Sunday. 
The birth of their second 
daughter, which they had 
hoped would be delayed, 
meant hat the Katzes had to 
re-enter the Soviet 
bureaucratic maze to gain 
exit permission for her. 
U~EL, France tAP) --  
Jacques Chirac, mayor of 
Paris and leader of the 
Gaullist party, suffered a 
broken leg early Sunday 
when a car in which he was 
being driven skidded uring 
a snowfall and crashed into a 
tree. The driver suffered 
minor injuries. Usael 
Hospital said Chime, 46, 
would be flown to Paris for 
an operation. 
cioil'"° jh=raid SP 0 RTS 
with Chris .Porter 
IN COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
Juveniles string snapped 
In Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League action 
Thursday night at the Arena, 
~sem Hotel spotted the 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
an early goal, but came on 
strong in the last two periods 
to chalk up a 6-1 victory. 
The Juveniles lone goal of 
the game came early in the 
opening period, BOb Demp- 
ster scoring from Larry 
Nordstrom and Chris 
Roneerkles at 2:01. Skesna 
Hotel tied the game with a 
power play goal when Cliff 
Flurry's hsot found the 
target at 10:07, and the first 
eriod ended with the teams 
eadlocked at one goal 
apiece. 
Skeena Hotel's Bill Daw shorthanded goal of the 
took and elbowing penalty at period, giving him the hat 
4:09 of the second period, trick, and his team a 4-1 
and it looked as though the advantage going Into the 
Juveniles had a chance to 'final twenty minutes. 
regain the lead. The power 
play situation backfired, Things just got worse for 
bow0ver, 'and Dave Sharpo the Juveniles in the third 
connected with a short period. Dave Sharpe's 
second goal of the game at handed goal at 5:04 to give 
~keenn Hotel a 2-1 lead. Cliff 7:26 increased the gap to 5-1, 
Flurry notched his second and Joe Smoley's unassisted 
goal of the game just over a marker at 12:15 of the frame 
minute later, increasing the rounded out the scoring, 
margin to 3-1. Skeena Hotel giving Skcena Hotel the well 
netminder Ron Marmwe deserved 6-1 victory. 
took a roughing penalty at 
11:23 of the middle frame, The win increases Skeena 
and just over a minute later Hotel's first place margin to 
Flurry scored again for three points over Totem 
Skeena Hotel's second Ford, giving them a 6-1-3 
IN MINOR HOCKEY 
won-lost record, and 15 
paints for the season. Next is 
Totem Ford with 12 points, 
and in third place is the 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
with 9 paints. McEwan GM 
and Gordon & Anderson are 
tied for fourth place, each 
team having 7 points. 
McEwan, however, has a 
game in hand. 
The nexi scheduled action 
in the Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League is tonight; at 
the Terrace Arena, when 
Gordon & Anderson will take 
on MeEwan GM at 8:45 
P.M., and Totem Ford will 
go agaimt league leading 
Skeena Hotel at 10:45 P.M. 
Terraceteams break even 
Terrace Minor itockey Singles were notched by Inland Kenworth Bantams Saturday's 5-4 less, Brent 
teams finished with four Dedd, Hidber, Rlchey and - conithued their goodand bad Perch scored two goals while 
wins and four losses in the Swanson. performances. The Bantams Kelson Crouse and Chris 
seem to have one goo~ game Inter-City Rep Team league Terrace Twin River 
action on the weekend. 
The Terrace All Seasons Timber Peewees came up 
Midgets cored two of these with another of their lop- 
sided victories Friday night 
victories against heir tough as they thumped Kittmat 9-1. 
opponents from Kitimat. The Dan McGbaee and Henry 
Midgets, who seem to be 
playing better with each Refiner each had a tiwee- 
gcal night. Terry Zaperzan 
outing, blasted Killmat 10-2 bad a pair and Trevor 
Friday night as Simon Dedd Hendry scored one. On 
fired four goals and Doug Saturday, Terrace Peewee 
Pdchey counted a hat trick. B's took on Kitimat and 
Greg Paulson, Larry dropped a 7-4 decision. 
Swanson and Bruno Hidber Ready Cote, Chris Brown, 
scored the others. In Michael Ronw and Dean 
Saturday's 8-3 triumph, Knutilla scored for Terrace. 
Emile Gagnon and Ken 
Widsman each scored twice. At Kitimat, the Terrace 
and one bad game in their 
doubleheader encounters. 
Their bad game came first 
as Kitimat blasted them 11-3. 
Mal Reimer, Warren Riding 
and Mike Lambert scored 
the Terrace goals. The boys 
came back Sunday with their 
good game as they boat 
Kitimat 7.4. Reimer and 
Colin Parr each scored 
twice. Singles went to Brent 
Rogers, Speaco McKinnon 
and Mark Flaberiy. 
• The Pups ron into a pair of 
losses against heir stronger 
Kitimat opponents. In 
Cufp got the othe .rs. Zntbair 
6-3 loss on Suneay, tteuy 
Jones, Kevtn Monteith and 
Crosse did the scoring. 
At Prince Rupert, Rupert 
and Smithers Pups played to 
a 2-2 tie before Smitbars 
came up with a 4-3 win. 
Rupert's Bantams took both 
games from Smithers 
Bantams by scores of 9.6 and 
10.4. 
At Smithers, Rupert and 
Smithers Peewees .split. 
Rupert won 6-4 before losing 
7-5. Rupert's Midgets beat 
Smithers Midgets twice by 
scores of U-0 and 7-5. 
AN EASY IVIN 
Leafs trim the Penguins • 
TORONTO(CP( --First- ~nd Pat: B0utette 'added .:side. Just35 secOnds later, a t  :Shorthh=nded, .LeaL defen- 
pernd goals bz Darryl Sit- singles. " 1:50, Jerry Butler kmz~.ked coman"lan Tu rnbull took a 
flex', Jimmy Jones and Lorne Leaf goalie Mike thepuck from Penguins' Bob slapshot from outside the 
Paradise onto" the stick of faceoff Circle which boat Palmateer had his shutout 
broken 54 seconds into the 
third period when Orest 
Kindrachuk drove a rebound 
past him. 
At 10:00 of the third period 
Boas Lonsberry scored Pen- 
gains only other goal on a de- 
flection. 
Leafs jumped into an early 
2-0 lead before 2:00 had 
elapsed in the game. 
Sittier, the Leaf captain, 
opened the scoring at.l: 15 on 
a wrist shotfrom the mot that 
easily beat Penguin gualle 
Greg Millen on his glove 
Jones. Jones quickly fired 
the pock from the aide d the 
net and surprised Millen, 
beating him low to the glove 
side. 
Stamler increased 
Toronto's margin to 3-o in the 
opening period when he 
scored his first goal as a 
Maple Leaf after knocking 
the puck into the net off the 
goalpost at the 16:26 mark. 
Torontoupped itslead to 4- 
0 ~qth the only g.oal of the 
Millen high on the glove hand 
side at 5:04. 
In the third period, 
Wiliams made it 5-2 for the 
Leafs when his wrist shot 
from the slot went into a net 
left empty when Denis 
Herron, who replaced Mlllen 
in the third period, dove to 
the ice in an attempt to stop 
the Leaf winger at 12:32. 
Salming, with two, and 
Boutette on a breakaway in 
second period, the final minute of play, 
With both teams playing . rounded ut the Leaf scoring. 
Stander were all Toronto 
Maple Leafs needed to 
defeat Pittsburgh Penguins 
8-2 in a National Hockey 
League game Sunday night. 
Toronto built up a 4-0 lead 
after two periods before 
Pittsburgh struck back for 
two goals by 'the midway 
point in the third period. 
The Leafs, however, 
countered with a four-gaol 
outburst in the games final 
eight minutes. Borge 
Salming led the Leaf assault 
in the third period with two 
goals while Dave Williams 
IN THE NFL 
First tie of the season 
Minnesota Vikings and 
Green Bay Packers battled 
to the National Football 
League season's first 
overtime tie on Sunday, 
finishing five full periods at 
10-10 and remaining 
deadlocked atop the National 
Conference CentralDivisio 
wtith 7-5-1 records. 
Fran Tarkenton's five- 
yard scoring pans to Ahmad 
Rashad wit[z 10 seconds 
remaining in regulation pla.y 
gave the Vikings the tie. 
Both teams blew field-goal 
opportunities in overtime. 
Minnesota's Rick Dan- 
meier's 21-yard attempt 
sailed wide totbe right with 
four minutes to go in the 
extra period and the 
Packers' Chester Morcol 
was wide to the lelt on a 40- 
yarder with 17 seconds left. 
H the Vikings and Packers 
finish the season tied for first 
place, Minnesota will win the 
NFC Central title since it 
beat Green Bay in their first 
me this year. 
ith three regular.season 
~ mes remaining, one .other vision also is tied az me 
top-  the American Con- 
ference West,he top--the 
American Conference West, 
where Oakland and Denver 
eto Seattle on Sunday to fall 
beck into a tie with the 
Broncos, a tie with the 
Broncos, who lost to Detroit 
17-14 on Thursday. The 
Raiders and Broncos play in 
Oakland next Sunday. 
In the AFC Central race, 
Houaten, a 17-10 winner over 
Cincinnati, trails Pittsburgh 
by 1½ games. The Steelers 
lsy in  San Francisco 
t. In the AFC East, 
New England widened its 
lead to two games over 
Miami, beating Baltimore 
35-14, while New York Jets 
were upsetting secend-place 
Dolphi~ 24-13. 
In the two other NTC 
races, Dallas, b~, virtue of its 
37-10 rout over Washington 
last Thursday, leads the 
Redskins by one game in the 
East. In the West, Los 
Angeles lost 30-19 to 
Cleveland and bad its first- 
place margin cut to two 
games over Atlanta, a 20-17 
winner Over New Orleans. 
In Sunday's other games, 
Buffalo bombed New York 
Giants 41-17, Chicago 
shackled Tampa Bay 14-3, 
Philadelphia edged St. Louts 
14-10 and Kansas City 
blanked San Diego 23-0. 
Minnesota drove 67 yards 
in 11 plays to tie the Packers. 
On fourth-and-seven at the 
Green Bay 20 with 23 seconds 
left, Sammy White made a 
diving catch of a Tarkenion 
pass at the five to set up the 
tying TD. 
• 
Double Blessing. Mark and Matthew, identical 
twins born 4 & 5 June 1978. Proud grandparents 
are Mr. and Mrs. Rinaldi, Iongtime residents of 
Terrace. The babies are 191bs. 2 oz. each now. 
p-  . 
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THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMHS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired oL 
Contact the "Recycler of  Unwants,'the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
CALL 636-6357 
Terrace/Kitimat 
DALLY HERALD 
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Parents 
night 
t • 
/ | • 
• ...... .. De fence  leaos .Es'   ies 
to Grey Cup v lctory  ? . ~ . , , , ,~  : , 
TORONTO (CPI --  A many completed the drive touchdown from 10 yards. 
tough Edmonton defence led with his two.yard touchdown Pulling guard Pat Bennett 
" ' A  ~ by tackle Dave Fennall shut run up the middle, provided the key block on 
.... ' , off the Montreal attack and On the ensuing kickoff, defensive back Ed Jones. 
, ~" "" ~-~ 
TORONTO(RP) --  For 
Tom Wilkinson Sunday's ~0- 
13 Grey Cup victory over 
Montreal Alouettes was not 
sweet revenge, it was just 
"sweet." 
The veteran quarterback 
sat in a corner of a quiet but 
happy Edmonton Eskimos 
held a 'parents night.' Meet structor Joe Vienneau holds 
of the youngsters pictured kids karate classes every 
above have been enrolled in Monday and Thursday 
evening from 6-7 P.M., and 
adult classes Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 7-8 P,M., 
and some of his students 
have shown remarkable 
progress. Anyone interested 
in enrolling in the classes 
can give Joe a call during the 
day at 635.3867. 
Parents of Joe Viennoau's 
younger karate students got 
a chance to evaluate their 
children's progress Thur- the Yellowhead Karate Club 
sday evening, as the from just 15 days to 2 
Yellowhead Karate Club _months. Karate Club in- 
EDMONTON'S DRESSING R001tl 
i 
Just a qu iet ,  re laxed  ce lebrat ion  
dressing room looking tired teneddown celebration by his As for his selection as the "super" after he and run. 
as he answered questions obviously happy team-mates game's best offensive per- ning back Jim Germany 
from reporters who wanted this way: former, he said a quar- misjudged a handoff and 
to knowwhotherhe saw it as "We've been shooting for terback doesn't make things fumbled deep in Edmonton 
retribution for a 41-6 loss to this and have reached it. It's. happen himself.. It takes territory on the last play of 
Montreal last year. a relaxed thing." blocking, catching and . the third quarter. The 
nmning to make a quar- Alouettes turned the break 
terback look good. 
Wilkinson said Dave 
Curler's four field goals 
"were a big thing in the 
win--they made the dif- 
ferance," and the Edmonton 
dei~.'ce deserved a lot of 
credit. 
He said the defence played 
Wilkinson, selected the Asked if he has any retire- 
game's outstanding of- ment plans at age 35 and 
fenaive player,~-~zplained the after I0 Canadian Football 
league seasons, Wilkinson 
~ o o o o o , ' . ~  said he's not thinking about 
the future at the moment. 
"Right now I'm going to 
enjoy winning the Cup, and 
tbat'li take about tz/z man- 
tits," 
Olsen, Brill are 
the best athletes 
into a touchdown that put 
them back into the game. 
Middle linebacker Dan 
Kepley said that touchdown 
shifted the momentum to 
Montreal, which bad 
stumbled to a 17-3 deficit in 
the face of pressure from the 
Edmonton defence. 
The defence rose to the 
occasion, Kepley said, 
describing itas a case ef "12 
guys going after the ball and 
wanting to make the tackle." 
"We knew we couldn't go 
back to Edmonton without 
the Cup," said non-import 
defensive tackle Dave 
Feanell, chosen the game's 
best defensive player., 
"INVITES" you to attend 
our "CHRISTMAS SHOW" 
on November 19 from 
12 noon - 
Wide Variety of C. ristmas 
Items Will Be Displayed. 
20% discount on all 
orders placed on this day. 
191 HJIISLJI BLVD. Kitimat 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  chosen the outstanding of- 
Lhll Olsen of Nanaimo and ficial. 
Coach of the year honors 
went to Tim Young of Rich- 
mond Kejacs while Shirley 
Longergan of Vancouver 
Olympic Club was selected 
administrator of the year. 
Naomi Miller of the West 
Vancouver Recreation 
Association was awarded 
master of the year. 
Pat Weilman of Victoria's 
Flying Y, who won three gold 
medals in the B.C. junior 
development cham- 
lioships, was named out- 
standing among midget- 
Debbie Brill of Burnaby 
were named the outstanding 
male and female athletes of 
the year Saturday by the 
British Columbia Track and 
Field Association. 
Both won medals at the 
Commonwealth Games in 
Edmonton this summer, 
where Olson earned the gold 
for throwing the javelin and 
Brili won the silver in high 
jumping. 
Ken Porter of Victoria, a 
member of the Canadian 
Running back Don 
Warrington, smilingdespite 
a partial shoulder separation 
suffered in the first quarter, 
jokingly suggested toAngelo 
Santueei that he deserved a 
share of the award Santucci 
received for being named the 
game's  outs tand ing  
Canadian player. 
"You wouldn't have got it 
if I hadn't been injured," 
Warrington said. 
Head coach Hugh Camp- 
hell said the Eskimos had 
extensively but bad no 
qualms when Santueci had to 
fill in. 
years that he's a starting-ca- 
libre player who doesn't 
start," Campbell said. 
Officials Committee, was class women. 
the Eskimos avenged their 
1977 Grey Cup less with a 20- 
13 victory in Sunday's 
Cauadian Football League 
championship. 
Fennell, named the out- 
standing defensive player of 
the game, was the leader in 
shutting off thai Montreal 
running game, keeping the 
Alouettes from getUng a 
touchdown until the fourth 
quarter. 
Quarterback Tom 
Wilkinson, meanwhile, was 
successful in his usual short 
passing ame, backed by the 
running of Angelo Santueci 
and Jim Germany which 
built a 14-3 half-time load. 
Kicker Dave Cutler 
provided the bulk of the 
Edmonton scoring with 14 
points on four field goals, a 
single and a convert on 
Germany's first-quarter 
touchdown. 
A crowd of 54,386 at 
Exhibition Stadium saw the 
Eskimos control the game 
through the first three 
quarters, in sharp contrast 
to last year's game at 
Montreal where the 
Alouettes humiliated Ed- 
montoo 41-6. ! 
It was the fourth Grey Cup 
meeting of the two clubs in 
the last five years and 
evened the record at two 
wins each. 
Wilkinson was named the 
top offensive player of the 
game while Santocci won the 
Dick Suderman Award as 
the game's outstanding 
Canadian. 
The game started under 
sunny skies with a dry field 
in contrast to last year's icy 
surface at Montreal, and the 
Eskimos' quick start in the 
first quarter made it look as 
if they might blow the Ala out 
of the park. 
Edmonton's first scoring 
drive started at the Montreal 
50 and five plays later Cutler 
booted his first field goal 
from 37 yards. 
David Green, the star of 
the Montreal running game 
in recent games, fumbled on 
the next p layand the 
Eskimos took over at the AIs 
35. 
The Eskimes than moved 
to the two-yard line 'in six 
plays, including a'Wilkinson 
pass to Tom Scott off a faked 
field goal setup, and Ger- 
Green suffered bruised ribs 
and although e stayed in the 
game, his running ability 
wae hampered for the rest of 
the game. 
Joe Barnes finally got the 
AIs moving late in the 
opening quarter, driving 
from his own 26 to the Ed- 
monton 19. Then, on second 
and eight, Eskimos de- 
fensive end Dave Boone 
• sacked Barnes for a seven- 
yard loss and the AIs had to 
settle for a 33-yard Don 
Sweet field goal. 
Both defences stiffened in 
the second quarter with 
Sonny Wade's punting 
helping to keep the Eskimos 
pinned deep in their own 
zone. 
Cutler finally got in range 
for another field goal at- 
tempt from 31 yards but 
missed and collected only a 
single before Montroal again 
turned over the ball on a 
fumble. 
This time it was Randy 
Rhino dropping a pont at his 
own 28, recovered by Ed- 
monton's Brian Fryer to set 
up a 35-yard Cutler field 
goal. 
While Wilkinson com- 
pleted 11 of 18 passes for 81 
yards in the first half for 
gains of 81 yards, Barnes 
tried to throw only twice and 
picked up only two first 
downs. 
Montreal bead coach Joe 
Soanella sent Wade in at 
quarterback late in the 
second quarter but the 
veteran drop-hack passer 
found himself under too 
much pressure. 
Wade, famous for his 
ability to come off the bench 
and get the AIs moving, 
continued at quarterback 
through most of the second 
half but managed only seven 
completions in 17 attempts 
for a total of 74 yards. 
Wilkinson, who completed 
15 of 25 passes for 111 yards 
on the day, ran into trouble 
on the final play of the third 
quarter when his handodf to 
JIM Germany went astray 
and Montreal tackle Gord 
Judges recovered the fumble 
at the Edmonton 10. 
Barnes went back in at 
quarterback, and after an in- 
complete pass, rolled to his 
right and took off for the end 
zone to score the Als' lone 
The Eskimos, who had 
padded their lead to 17-3 with 
a third.quarter Cutler field 
goal from 42 yards, suddenly 
faced a fired-up Montreal 
• team with only a touchdown 
margin and a quarter 
remaining. 
The Edmonton defence 
forced the Ala to punt twice. 
Then Montreal's Vernon 
Perry picked off a Wilkinson 
pass and the Als converted it 
into another Sweet field goal 
from 38 yards to make the 
scorel7-14. 
Wade again replaced 
Barnes but the Edmonton 
defens ive  secondary  
maintained tight coverage 
and the Ala quarterback had 
trouble finding receivers 
while Fennell and his 
linemates kept on the 
pressure up front. 
Cutler's 25-yard field goal 
in the last minute closed out 
the scoring. 
Fenneli, named the out- 
standing defensive player in 
the CFL, earned a 1978 
automobile along with the 
Lahatt Award as" the top 
defensive player of the Grey 
Cup game. Wilkinson earned 
the same award and car as 
the top offensive player. 
Among Fennell's big plays 
in the game were an early hlt 
on Barnes for a 14-yard Ala 
loss on Montreal's first 
~ ssession of the game and • recovery of Green's 
fumble that led to Ger- 
many's touchdown. 
Santucci earned top 
Canadian player honors in 
the game after he replaced 
the injured Don Warringtun 
as Germany's running mate. 
Warrington suffered a 
shoulder injury on a first- 
quarter kick return and 
Santucci took over to run up 
gains of 30 yards on six 
rushing attempts and 25 
yards on five pass recep- 
tions. 
Santucci earned tickets for 
two to anywhere in the world 
on CP Air. 
The game was expected to 
feature Edmonton's passing 
game versus Montreal's 
rushing but the final 
statistics howed Montreal 
with 147 yards gained on 
passing compared to Wllkin- 
son's 111. And Edmonton 
topped Montreal in rushing 
102 yards to 76. 
IN '78 CUP GAME. 
Few new records  set 
TORONTO (CL) --  In fourth Grey Cup meeting in --Meat punt,returu yar- 
sharp contrast o the 1977 five years, appeared ideal duge (team): Montreal sets 
Canadian Football League for an all-out assault on the record with 536; Winnipeg 
intended to use Warringtan championship game, Ed- record hook. But the best held old mark of 466. 
moniou Eskimos plodding playing conditions inyears-- --Most yards rushing 
'20-13 victory over Montreal sunny skies, temperatures (team): Edmonton in- 
Alouettes in Sunday's Grey aroand5 and a dry field with creased its lead to l,58 drum 
"I've been saying for two Cup final produced only nine tittle wind--resulted in a 1,478. 
records, conservat ive  footba l l  --Most yards passing 
Montreal kicker Don ehhibition. (team): Montreal sets 
Sweet, whose 23 points The seven other records record with 2,293; Hamilton 
Santucci said he just did highlighted last year's game were team marks, with the held old mark of 2,221. 
at Olympic Stadium in Alouettes taking four to --Most pass completions his part in making some 
important runs and short; Montreal which saw 25 Edmonton's three. None (team): Montreal sets 
pass' catches that helped records either broken or were especially noteworthy, record with 149; Montreal 
Edmonton build up a 14-3 tied, set both individual except perhaps one by the and Hamilton held old mark 
Eskimos. They increased of 136. load in the first half. marks. He 'upped his career 
scoring record to 52 points their Grey Cup load in turn- Campbell said both teams played good football and he with two field goals and a overs to 36. --Most kick-off return 
wasn't confident of victory convert while increasing his Other records: yardage (team): Edmonton 
until "two guyspicked me up field.goal mark to 14. --Most field goals (team): sets record with 676; 
and carried me across the Sunday'~ encounter bet- Montreal increased its lead Hamilton held old mark of 
field." wean the two clubs, their to 17. 636. 
IN G R E Y C UP FIN. 
. , : t  ])r.  Death was a big factor ~ ~ev~¢ TORONTO (CP) --  terback for a 14.yard loss at led 10-0 with the game barely 
Halfway through the first the Montreal 42-yard line. 10 minutes old. 
quarter, Joe Barnes and his Half a dozen plays later, By the end of the afternoon 
Montreal teammates knew Dave Curler's 37-yard field Montreal bad won 20-13 with 
why Dave Fennell had been goal gave Edmonton a 3-0 Feanell being credited with 
situation where they were 
desperate offensively." 
But even in the second 
half, when the Eskimos' 
offensive bogged own a bit, 
chosen the Canadian load. , five more tackles and ear- the defence was able to do 
Football League's defensive Montreal scrimmaged on uing a new car as defensive what it wanted to do. 
~ O~w.~/~ ~¢ player of the year. its 35 and promptl~ lost the player of the game. "Wewereabletostoptheir 
~4.  P ~  Edmonton Eskimos' big ball again as Fennell The25-year-old E monton running game and force 
defensive tackle came pounced on a fumble by native who played college them to poss. And we made 
calling on Barnes on the Montreal halfback David football at North Dakota their quarterbacks run 
632 4 2 0 5  Aiouettes' first offensive Green. Edmontouresponded repeated whathehadsa id  around a llttle bit and throw 
me series and threw the quar- with a touchdown drive and after winning his first had passes. We shut down 
award--that the individual just about everything they 
awards were secondary to wanted to do." 
the game-over score. It had been a matter of 
"I couldn't have spent an- preparation, be said. The 
~ w w,.,q l~WJ~, !  Irw'Nb AMM_M._ ,. other winter in Edmonton if Eskimos had been well 
we had lost," he said. briefed on the contrasting 
A year ago, the same two styles of quarterbacks 
teams had met in Montreal Barnes and Sonny Wade. 
and the Eskimos had been And their Western Football 
embarrassed, 41-6. Conference opponents had 
"Everyone reminded us given them adequate 
all winter long," Fennell practice in coping with a 
saij. "We were hoping for the running attack. 
chance to case the pain a "Every team we played 
little bit. agaimt out there had a 1,000- 
"The plane ride home is yard-a-year ball carrier." 
going to he a lot shorter this There will be no vacation 
time." for Fennsll in the immediate 
He had  praise for the future. 
losers. "I have to go back to 
"They stuck to their game school," be said, referring to 
plan," said the five-year Es- his law studies at University 
kimo veteran. "They never of Alberta, "I have exams to 
really got into a panic write in two weeks." 
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NEW ALDERMAN 
Looking forward to job 
"I'm looking for progress 
in Terrace," ~ays Ai Pur- 
schke, elected to Terrace 
Dbtrict Council on Nov. 18. 
When Purschke arrived in 
Terrace in 1964 he did not 
know ff he was going to settle 
hare and if so what business 
ha was geing to be in. After 
lneking the town over and 
~ more about it he ded to buy the property 
where his shoe store is now 
located. 
"I was sold on Terrace by 
a man who tnokpride in the 
town and I wouldlike'to see 
more people take pride in 
Ten'ace," he said in an in- 
terview Thursday. 
Purechke sand he is 
pleased with the develop- 
ment hat has taken place in 
Terrace. He remembers the 
m~ln street was very shabby 
and the 4600 blocks on Greig, 
Lid(else and LuJ~lle were the 
domvtown district area. 
With the recent opening of 
the Skeena Mall and the 
~lmnoien that is taking 
place at the east end of 
Lakelse, Purechke said 
Terrace now has a good 
main street shopping 
district. 
"In ~ces, ~e Pr~,e 
Gexge, where malls hove 
beeu built outside the 
downtown area the main 
tmsinesa section has suf- 
fered," he said. 
"Terrace has gone through 
its infancy and we are now 
on theway." 
He said he does net con- 
sider the gloom and doom 
repe/~ on Terrace a few 
years ago a serious threat o 
the town's future. 
"Deep down inside I think 
it might have helped 
us...Te~'race has suddenly 
developed into a regional 
centre and this trend is There are stili some pesple 
¢ontinui~," he said. in other parts of Canada who 
• .~ .~ .... 
think the windows in 
Terrace's Imsine~ district 
AI Purschke 
We hgve a 
Sgles Opportunity 
for uniquely quglifi J 
WELDORS! 
You will be selling welding alloys and equip. 
ment, service and systems to other weldors 
and to plant management a all ievel~., 
If you have welding experience 
and enjoydemonstrating your 
welding skills, we offer you . . .  
~/Complete training. 
~/Highest quality products. 
~/Salary plus commission. 
~/Car allowance & bonuses. 
~/Protected sales territory. 
Call "Collect" for Interview: 
LANCE MORLEY 
Lakelce Hotel 
Nov. 29-- lla.m.- 7p.m. [ - -  
',',~['i£.7 EUTECTIC ® 
[CaslolinJ Canada Ltd. 
If you am emoUed as a member ina WeiohtWatchers® 
class ~t~d below by December 9,1978, we wtlll~otect 
you aqainst any rate inc~eese inour weekly meeting fee 
u n ~ l ~  
But pteaseactnow.AsolDecember 10,197Sthe 
/e01sba~n fee will increaee $1.00andtheweekly 
meeting fee will increase S0 ¢ for those not already 
enrolled in a I~ufiCil~ting clasa. 
Only members e~olJed by December 9, 1978 can 
enjoy this money asving offer. (llyoudmpoutr~e~ncrm~ 
wldl apply abould you decMe to te.r~gutet) 
So why not join nowl 
Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle. Tues. -7 p.m. 
Offer Oood in ¢ lum in them l~micipa~o arm only, 
For the location of the ckm neax~t you, call: 
MmmlT etMmn~ 
The Authori~ 
W~ht Wa~hm ~ Snm. ¢~m.  U~. m .m /a I t lm ; t lwme 
are all boarded up, he said, 
10ut only local feelings of 
del~'sslon can create an 
economic depression in 
Terrace. 
Purechke said that new 
mining developments about 
85 miles north of Terrace will 
help this city. An estimated 
600 employees are expected 
to be working the northern 
• miningeslamill camps and their 
will be living in 
Terrace. 
He said Terrace has not 
only become a regional 
centre, but it provides 
recreat ion act iv i t ies  
throughout the whole year. 
"Terrace ts a good tourist 
attraction and I think that 
the local residents will reap 
the benofits of it," he said. 
Purachke said the present 
council is a "very level 
headed group of people." He 
has known Mayor Dave 
Maroney since Purschke 
moved ot Terrace. Punchke 
said his next door neighbor is 
Alderman Jack Talstra. 
He said' that as a new 
alderman he will he spew 
(ling the next few months 
familiarizing himself with 
what needs to be done. 
Purschke will officially 
become an alderman during 
a special inaugural of 
council on Dec. 4. 
New Course Offering 
ART 101-3 OESlGli FUNDAMENTALS I 
I 
A course m which the student is introduced to various techniques, kills, and 
the theory of design. Basic design techniques, composition, and the 
development ofdesign fire studied in relation to nature, geometrical form, 
and man-made form. 
Instructor: Dave Comfort ' 
Begins: 
Wednesday, November 29, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. 
Place: 
Room 103A - Administration Building 
Northwest Community College 
5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace 
' Tuition: $25.50 
Art 101-3 can be token for either University tramfer credit or for general 
interest 
For more information call Norm Webster 625-6,511 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY 
i)OLLEGE 
~:. 7,..~ ,:,~,,-~,~ 
it • <i,'~i 
message for 
mob-ale home 
• <;'/i ";" 
k l  
I 
isn't it the best beer you've ver tasted? 
The final date for initial registration of mo- 
bile homes has been extended to Decem- 
ber 31,1978. 
If you haven't yet registered your mobile 
home, we urge you to do it now.The special 
introductory fee of $10 is in effect until 
December 31 only. After that date, the fee 
goes up to S5o. 
. , , ; . .  • :,~,~,~-~r rto,~. . and  save.  
I f  yen ' re  on your  own land,  
ghere's no fee  increase  fo r  yo~.  
A mobile home on your own land can only 
be registered when: 
• the mobi le  home is moved o f fyour  land.  
• the mobi le  home is sold independent ly  o f the  
land.  
• a loan has to be registered aga inst  he mob i le  
home.  
If you need registration for one of these 
purposes, the original $10 fee will continue 
to apply. 
Reg is ter  when you  need it,  , ~ 
Further information is also available from Regional Offices of the ( ; l~d  Sa~J£ ,  
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing and Government Agents. 
Mobile Home Registry, 838 Fort Street, Victoria, Bdtish Columbia V8W 2Y5 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
Honourab le  Hugh A. Curtis, M in is ter  
I 
Phone: 387-1361 
I 
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TEIIIRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
t20T Kalum 
Fitsmins 
& 
iklS-l|14 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  
October  1,1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.DO, 
By Carrier year 35,00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
34i,.FOR. RENT " .  
' MISC. 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, I~.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME [)ELiVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 535-6357 
: .: CLASSIF IED RATES 
i LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or leee S2.OO par 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
dents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions Sl.50 per Insertion.. 
REFUNDS: 
:'-'Flrst Insertion charged for 
.-.~whether un or not. 
:: Absolutely no refunds after 
:i ~I has been set. 
ii CORRECTIONS: 
"i Must be made before 2nd 
i Insertion. 
: Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents ptck up. 
!. $1.25 melled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
:'"RATE: 
.22 cents per agate line. 
: Minimum charge SO.DO per 
~ Insertlen. 
: LEGAL - POLITICAL end 
: TRANSIENT AD-  
• VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
. BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
: $4.50 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
: DEADL INE 
.: DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
i; publication day. 
: CLASSIFIED: 
:1:00 p.m. day prior to 
• publication day. 
• ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
i WITH ORDER other thin 
::BUSINESSES WITH AN 
i ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain eny answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the' customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing' 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents fo avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting space; 
that the liability of the, 
Herald in the event of failure 
Service charge of aS.DO on all to publish an advertisement 
N.S.F~¢l~Nees,, .,~, -.~ ~or in the event of an error, 
W '0"01NO"": oes:cnIP: 
:!:'TIONS: 
i!.:'No charge provided news 
::~. submitted within one month. 
: :~.00 production charge for 
~. :'wedding and.or engegement 
".:pictures. News of weddings 
: ' (wr i te .ups)  received one 
: :month or more after event 
:-$10.00 charge, with or 
; 'without picture. Subject to 
::condensation. Payable In 
": "advance. 
~ iCLASS l  F lED AN.  
: i  NOUNCEMENTS: 
":!! Births 5.50 
::: Engagements 5.50 
".':i Marriages 5.50 
"-! Deaths 5.50 
::: Funerals 5.50 
.:i! Cards of "Thanks 5.50 
~i~Memorlal Notices 5.50 
i-": PHONE 635.6357 
: i  Classified Advertising Dept. 
I 
1'COMING EVENTS 
appearing in the ad. 
~e~'tlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ed. 
verflser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and ~hat there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British • 
Columbia Human Rights Act. 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising tMI discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlonelity, ancestry 
o~ place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
iustifled by a bona fide' 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
:. INCHES AWAY CLUB 
i'Meet every Tuesday night at 
:8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
~!iFor more Information phone 
~- 635.3747 or 635-3023. 
~-~ Abortion Counselling 
:': & Crisis Line for 22~; 
- • Women 
:-:: 6314,~I 
~:!Learn to Fly. Join Air 
: :Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
~!ecceptlng applications for 
"!september. If you enjoy or 
ithlnk you would enloy tlylng, 
:rifle range, outdoor ac- 
t lv l t l~ end arebetween 13.18, 
:~ years of age, please call: 
= .:Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
-~ !Bey Tasa at 635.7598 
: :Pregnant and In need of 
~ isupporf? 
:i~Call for help from Right.to. 
; :Life promoters: 
!i!Llse at 635.3164 
~ icarol at 635.5136 
i Janna at 635..1503 
_. 
: Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (no10.14) 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
.wood products we could use 
:for recycling or renovating. 
~.. Call us at 635-2238 between 
:Sa.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrengements for 
~: ~plckup. 
. . o  
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church " 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Mem~lal Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue.. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of .the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
• Day care for worklng~ 
people 
• Drop.In for compenlonshlp 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportetlon available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
.635.2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good; clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations et the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Salurdays belween 11 a.m 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
L 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appoln.tment 
Held at ' Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
peintment. 
,Bebysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzatlen. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
• 3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
~nly. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at in. 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need It on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children: 
Held on third Monday of' 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done.. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held i every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
ere now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased' 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC "" 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing testswlll be done by 
referral from family doctor 
'or community hea.lth nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
these eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guldanco 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- 
mission Sl.OO --  4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
A tea and bazaar wil l  be held 
in Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfn) 
'PREGNANT?.' 
N~EDI~LP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion, 
Phone $32.4OOZ anytime. 
Room 233, Necheko Centre. 
(ncffn-~0n) 
TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION & TM.81DH! 
PROGRAM 
• Free introductory lecture 
Wednesday, Nov. 29 - 7:30 
p.m. Northwest Community 
College Admin. Bldg. Room 
163B. Phons 638-8386. (ucs. 
29) 
"B i r th r ight '  Chapter  
meeting to be held Nov. 29 in 
the Senior Citizen's Room of 
the Arena at 8 p.m. A slide 
presentation concerning 
values of human life will be 
d iscussed.  Everyone  
welcome. (nc4-29) 
OPERATION 
SANTA CLAUS ' 
All Patients, Kitimat 
Workshop and Senior 
Citizens Extended Care are 
invited to participate 
Saturday Dec. 2, 9:30 a.m. - 
12:30 p.m. in shopping 
discounts and free luncheon. 
Register at Wise Old Owl, 
632-5544. Ass i s tance  
available. Sponsors are Beta 
Sigma Five, City Centre 
Merchants Association. 
(nc7-30n) 
December I 
BAKE SALE 
4 p.m. at the Coop, Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
A NOTICE TO CRAFTS 
PEOPLE OF THE AREA 
A store is opening at the 
end of November which is 
intended as an ouUet for Arts 
& Crafts of this northwest 
area. 
Funded under a Canada 
Works Grant, it is located at 
3224 Kalum St., Terrace. 
It will have normal store 
hours and be run on a 
"consignment only" basis. 
Your participation is a 
must in order for this store to 
be a success. Please drop by 
or phone 635-2105 ff you have 
any suggestions, or work to 
be clisplay.ed (ncT-30n) 
A pre.Christmas Arts and 
Crnf~ Exhibition and Sale, 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Art Association will be held 
year in the Skeeon Mall. 
Artlais and erafispoople will 
be there December I born 3 
to 6 p.m. and December 2 all 
day. Come out and see 
various demonstrations of
crafts and meet the local 
creative people. (nc4-30) 
MANAGER & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 
Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manab~Hr and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gives 
the ~ananagers the op- 
portunity to show their 
l~ppreciat ion to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
I~u dedicated loyalty 
ghout the year. It is 
a fine opportunity for 
e firms to have a 
tmas Staff Party at a 
small cost. 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, 1978 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 p.m. 
The Place: Terrace Hotel, 
gkeens River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious 
buffet dinner will be served, 
in the usual Terrace Hotel 
tradition and featuring 
"Aug ie 'e  Spec ia l " .  
Remember eur famous 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? 
Yea, there will be plenty of 
that. 
Enter ta iner :  Beautiful 
"Anjel l"  from Edmonton 
will delight you with her 
songs. 
Price: I8.50 per person, and 
tickets are available now at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
635-2251 for reservations 
P.S.: Wives are welcome 
tool ! ! I (ncl3-13D) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Co-op, 
December ~ from 5 p.m. 9 
P.M. All of oor friends who 
wish to donate nw ernfts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (no30- 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical end Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635.5876 (cff)' 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays tll eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless.. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD, 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
63S-3479anytlme 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS E XCAVATI NG; 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Full or part-time, here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan- 638. 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush), 
(cff) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Conneli area on the bench. 
Phone 
635.6357 
(nc-cffn) 
OFFICE 
ASSISTANT 2 
Required for Provincial 
Government Office on a half 
time basis. Must have 2 
years previous office ex- 
perience and ability to type 
50 words per minute. 
Please contact Skeena 
Health Unit at 635-9196 for 
application forms and fur- 
ther details. 
Salary $492.50 per month 
plus .$26.40 special living a 
allowance. (c4-27) 
Supervisor for Lazelle Pre- 
School. API:~Y in writing with 
two (2) letters of reference to 
Dave Martyn, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (5-27) 
Do you want to be the Avon 
lady in your neighborhood? 
Call Mary 635-2517. (etfn- 
21n) 
AN INTERNATIONAL 0IL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, at home 
training for mature in- 
dividusl in Terrsee-Kitimat 
area. Regardless of ex- 
perience, write S.D. Read, 
Pres., Tiffany Asphalt In. 
ternational, Box 1707, Sta. 
R., Toronto, Ont. M4G 4A3. 
(a4-22,23,24,27) 
1976 Canam 125 Dirt Bike. 
Phone 635-5293. (c5.25) ! 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows --  Lamps --  made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
638-1403 
(p17-30) 
'GIFT IDEAS' 
We make to. order, 
macrame, lamps, tables, 
plant hangers and towel 
rheim. Plus other useful and 
decorative items. For more 
information please call 535- 
9736 or 638-1705. (c8.1d) 
For Sale: Fawcett wood 
heater. Phone 635-6095. (1)5- 
11)) 
1977- 30' travel trailer. Fully 
winterized, self.contained. 
Must sell. Phone 635-3963. 
(pB-ID) 
Just Like New. 78 Erika 
portable typewriter. Hardly 
ever used. Great Christmas 
Gift - $100. Call 635-5864 
between 6:30 - 9:30 a.m. and 
9:30- 11 p.m. (c5-28) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
'Will deliver. 635.3553. 63~. 
3260. 635.3294. (notfn) 
For Sale: Various LP's - -  
rock, blues C&W, etc. Prices 
vary with condition of 
album. Phone 635.5363 before 
5 p.m. 635-9636 after 5 p.m. 
(c3-29) 
N guage model railroad. 3 
engines, 20 cars and tran- 
sformer plus many extras. 40 
Channel Realistic CB, an- 
tonna, etc. - $100. Phone 635- 
4541. (c5.30N) 
| 
BUILDING 
DEMOLITION SALE 
at 
' 4702 Tuck Ave. 
Phone 635-~77 
Windows, doors, stoves, 
Recond!t, loned bikes and sinks, tables, 4000~ watt 
repairs. Reasonable rates./heaters, 500 amp service, 105 
l~31QueenswayDr, watt switches, plumbing 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p,m. Man. to Sat. 
, Phone 624.5639 
SKE ENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-11135 
(aid) 
fittings, electric fittings 
misc. paris and others. (a- 
M,F-tfn) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635.3886. (p20-Bd) 
1973 -bdrm. Safeway 12x68. 
Complete with 8x12 joey 
shack. Will sell furnished or 
unfurnished. 
And 
1972 Datsun Pickup. Best 
offer or will sell for parte. 
Phone 635-5365. (p5.29) 
Firewood for sale. Delivered 
$65 cord. Phone 635-7402 
after 6 p.m. (c5-27) 
ATTENTION 
CONTRACTORS 
Industrial office trailer for 
,rent. 10x40 Travce. Two 
room joheite office trailer 
Chinook Trailer Sale8 
Hwy. 16 West, 
635-2033 
Dealer no. D01113A 
(atfn-17n) 
WANTED' 
Copies of September 12, 1970, 
Daily Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn-sff} 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, 
2000 sq. ft. Living area, 
fireplace, carport with 
acre of parking for heavy 
equ ipmenL  Cent ra l ly  
located. Phone635-2643. (ps. 
27) 
One bedroom fully furnished 
cabin on Queeasway. Newly 
redecorated.,  References 
required. $150 per mouth. 
Phone 635-9543 after 5 p.m. 
(p2.25) 
2 bedroom apartment for 
rent. $130 per month. Fridge 
& stove included. Westerhof 
Apart., New Remo, Phone 
635-69O4. (c3-29) 
One bedroom suite for rent. 
Fridge and stove included. 
Phone 635-9460. (ps.ID) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. No pets. Interested 
parties call 635-2153. (p3-27) 
3 bedroom unfurnished 
duplex for rent. Available 
Dec. 1, 1978. Phone 638-8278. 
(c5-29) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (cff-m,f) 
' 'Must  Sell' - -  leaving 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers. 
635,13OO. (c15-16d) 
I i 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace.i 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
63S-6011 
635.4094 
{attn.026) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom 
house or apartment in N. 
Kalum area, as soon as 
possible. 635.2238 before 3 
p.m. Men. to Fri. (c5.27) 
Wanted: Room & Board for 
single gentlemen. Call 
anytime, leave message. 635- 
5154. Ip10-20) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choke lecatlon on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
ATTENTION BUILDERS 
Joint venture -- have choice 
clear title property for town 
house development. In- 
terested parties please 
contact owner at (604)247- 
8369. (c3-22,24,27) 
LOTS FOR SAb r~ 
Large lets on Soucie and 
Munroe. Phone 964-4424. 
(cffn-27N) 
For' Sale: Established ap- 
pliance repair service in 
thriving northern B.C. 
community. 
For details contact Box 
1187, Terrace Herald. (!)5- 
29) 
PICTURE THIS 
Become a wholesaler of 
Kodak Film, Eveready, 
Po laro id ,  Westinghouse, 
Keystone Photo Products 
and Devaloptng. Minimum 
Purchase of Product only 
$$305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept. 
R 112 toll.free t 805.621-7725. 
(a4-N27,29,D4,5) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 
24x48 double wide with 
~rage and tool shed. Close 
to school. All applisncee 
included. On 75x100 lot. 
Asking $36,000. Phone 635- 
9785. (c10-29n) 
/ ' MOBILE  HOMES 
INew mobi le  homes 
I f rom as low as $100.0( 
idown.  O.A.C. 
Set up and de l ivered  
t rades  we lcome.  
Phone co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(cff) 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SAI'ES LTD. 
NEW-- We invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well 
finished Interiors and 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
FOR SALE 
BY TENDER 
IN THE MATTER 
OF THE 
PROPOSALOF 
MADIG 
INDUSTRIES LTD. 
CARRYING ON 
BUSINESS AS 
TERRACE 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
TERRACE, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
• SEALED TENDERS 
1/SED - -  1975 Ford F250 WILL BE RECEIVED BY 
Crew Cab --  low mileage. 7 THE UNDERMRNTIONF3) 
ft. box. Excellent buy for TRUSTEE UNTIL 2:00 
large family or contractor. 
moo. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. $7000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass St:.~,n Wagon. 
Slightly ~0~ve average 
mllcage. Below average 
price. SNOO. 
O'CLOCK IN THE AF- 
TERNOON ON WED- 
~AY,  THE 13TH DAY 
OF DECEMBER, 1978, FOR 
THE FOLLOWING ASSETS 
BY PARCEL: 
Parcel I - Store fixtures 
and equipment. 
Parcel 2 - Stock in trade, 
inventoried et retail  
191,220.54. 
Bids must be aceompealed 
by the deposit of a certified 
cheque payable to the 
1973 International Travelall. '~toe  in An Amount equal 
Low mi leage,"  power toatlcastfiftennpcrcent(lS 
steering, power bra'kes, percent) d the amount bid 
Trailer towing equipment, and must be contained in a 
Excellent buy for large sealed envelope clearly 
passenger and cargo marked "TERRACE 
capacity. S2S00. BUILDING SUPPLW~ 
TENDER". The deposit will 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. be returned to the blddm" ff 
Four door, fully equipped, the tender is not accepted. 
new radial tires. ~0OO. Any deposit wil l  be for- 
feited as liquidated amagen 
1975 GMC ~'4 Ton Camper by the bidder to the Trustee 
Special Pick-up Truck. 8200 if he folio to complete. 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual MI offers must inelnde u 
exhaust, camper package, statement that the efferor 
Excellent condition, aSS00, has received and compUed 
Dealer no. D1113A. (actf.ni) wlththe conditions of tender. 
635.2033 The assets at Graham 
5306Hwy.16W. Street, Terrace, B.C., may 
be viewed on the 5th day of 
December, 1978, between the 
1970 Ford Van. 30~ motor, hours of 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 
~xly good ehape. 8 track a.m. 
yet, sbag carpet inside. Further information and 
$1,500 OBO. 63,5.4371 after 6' conditions of tender may be 
obtained from A. Duran at 
p.m, (c4-29) the undernoted addre~. 
Sealed tenders must be 
1968 California Special 351 forwarded to the 'IYnstce's 
Automatic, P.S., P.B. Phone office. 
849-5736. (1)3-29) Dated at Vancouver, 
21st day of November, 1978. 
Dunwoedy Limited, 
HERALD 
660-535 Burrard Streot, 
0LASSIFIERS Vancouvar, B.C. VTX 1{~ 
Telephone: 508-5421 
get reoults! (al.27) 
HELP WANTED 
Experlenoed Dining Room Waitress 
Dosk Olork with Homo bookkoopin| 
knowlodp. 
Union wales 
Apply in poroon. Lakolso Notol 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVEKY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now avai lable on our lovely 14 wide an0 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose yout 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2S00 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935.$447 
68, LEGAL 
~Vanouard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
'Priced to selll Phone 635. 
.,~094. (atfn-026) 
GHC 1969 % ton with 11Vz 
Security camper. Six tires, 
17" wheels, portspower 
( tote-a-vo l t ) .  Campes 
equipped with fridge, 4 
burner stove and oven, 
furua'ce, purls toilet, Queen 
.sized bed. Condition A-I 
throughout. Price $5,000. 
Phone 635-50~ after 3 p.m. 
or weekends. (pS-1D) 
NOTICE OF 
APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
.name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- VIC- 
TORIA WIEBE of 4815 
Graham Avenue in Terrace, 
in the Province of British 
Columbia, to change my 
name from Victoria Wiebe to 
Victoria Jackulack. 
Dated this 241h day of 
November, A.D. 1978. 
Victoria Wiehe 
(el-27) 
DISTRICT 
OF KIT/MAT 
LEGAL NOTICE 
The Council of the District 
of Kitimat hereby gives 
public notice of its proposal 
and intent to undertake 
works for additional water' 
Intake and pumping 
facilities to the Cableear 
Subdivision Waterworks 
System as shown on plans 
and specificatiolm available 
for inspection at the 
District's municipal offices 
at 270 City Centre, Kitimat; 
AND FURTHER, that said 
Council intends to borrow 
upon the credit of the 
District of Kitimat a sum not 
exceeding ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND ($100,000.00) 
DOLLARS, which will he 
repayable over a period of 
Twenty (28) years; SHOREHAM BY THE they flew during the Kaiser's his second post, premier, 
AND FURTHER, that SEA, England (CP)-- Three war. and replaced by Teng. 
unless, within thirty days of! old veterans, two of them It was the 60th anniversary 
the last lmblicaUon of this First World War fighter of the formation of a 
notice, not less than one- pilolaandtheotheroneofthe Canadian air force, which 
twentieth in number.of the planes they once flew, met established about a week 
electors of the District of for a brief reunion at this after the signing of the Ar- 
Kitimat petition the Council grass airstrip on the south mistiee in 1918. 
for the submission of the coast of England, where the Macloren, who was flying 
"Cablecar Waterworks Canadian air force began, commander here when the 
Improvement Loan 
Authorization By-Law No. 2, 
1978" for the assent of the 
electors, the Council may 
adopt said By-Law and 
proceed with the works 
described above without 
further notice. 
B.  de Klelne, 
Municipal Clerk 
(a2-24,27) 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
For information on these 
and other job opportunities 
contact your Canada Em- 
ployment Centre at 463O 
Lazclle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
CHINESE FOOD COOK - 
P rev ious  exper ience 
$1,000 per month. 
LEGAL STENOGRAPHER - 
Shou ld  have shorthand. Must 
he fully experienced in legal 
office. $1,000 per month. 
BABYSITTING POSITION - 
Several open in Terrace 
area. Applicant must have 2 
~'lattenl of reference. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
Family violence research. 
• $180 per week. 
PROJECT MANAGER - To 
manage a family service 
proJecL 1180 per week. 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717 per 
month. (2 positions open). 
ii 
STOCK RECEIVING 
CLERK - To stock shelves 
and price. Temporary 
position. ;3 per hour. 
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Room and board. 
OFFICE ASST. H-  Part time 
position. Must have 50 wpm 
typ~ e, dictaphone typing. 
$492 per month. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced in sod 
prod. Salary negotiable. 
SKIDDER OPERATOR 
Camp job. IWA rate. 
POWER SAW OPERATOR - 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Must have own power saw to 
cut and split for shakes. ~7 
per cord. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Mnst 
be fully qualified. ~ per 
month. 
MECH. WELDER - Camp 
job. IWA rates. 
PLUMBER Must be 
qualified and have Class I 
gas fittors ticket. Unior, 
wage. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must  have experience in 
chain Link fencing. $13,000 
per year. 
LABOURER - Temporary 
job. To unload fixtures. $,1.50 
per hour. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must have experience on tow 
truck. $800-1,000 per too. + 
commission. 
BUILDING SUPERVISOR - 
Must be experienced in 
heating & air conditioning. 
$6.06 per hour. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
FOREST TECH - Timber 
cruising. Traversing road 
design levels. Wages DOE. 
PRE SCHOOL SUPER- 
VISOR - Must have ex. 
tiP~rlence and B.C. cer- 
cute. ~/5 per month. 
- :  -:,.-. 
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BRIEF I " e shakeup p " : NEWS IN  Chines  red lc ted  // 
TOKYO (AP) -  Chinese thesqunreinmomoryofla~ , ' ' ]!.1 i 
Vice-Premier Tong ltste~ Prem. ierC_houEn.lal,Tengs | mmm ms m a m m l / a ,  ~| J~ 
ping openly acknowledged men.mr. "Leng was Drained I ImM MM I IM  T i t "  n \ : !  :! 
fortheffrsttlmeSundaytbat lortnerlotinganaaeprwed i l ~ B l i P i i  \ 4 ~, 
the Peking hierarchy may of hla pests. I I l IB  l l i i h H  X :s ,s 
demoteChius'stoplesder, . Sincehla"rehabilitatlan" I mm i l l s  Im / l  \~ i  I'/ 
HuB Kunfeng, apparently to last year. Chins a.nal~ts I~ .~JkA . - .~ I~A. .  4 t~ 4 t '17  k l  fi 
make way for Teng. One Im. vequ.~..tionedhowmng..me IO~Utt~ l l  lu l l /  I f--., I ~ I t~l ~i 
report said the shakeup may strongwiijea no pragmauc- I - -  " . q t'l 
he announced today, minded Teng v.ovld work in I . _ t x m_ __ \ J 
The power struggle con- tandem-- and mi,c,ally in a I IR .q l JAg  ( '3T t + 
tinund in wall posters and subordinate role--to the l . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !~  , l  
demoustratin, meanwhile, +U.tUe-lmown Hua, who at the I Ter race /K i t imat  Daily Herald. I \ +' 
The Japanese news ser- .time was believ~ to .have I I \ 
f : !  ~ /dhefa l l~ . .~  vice Kyodo, in a dispatch been a compromme cnolce I . . . . . .  - .^  ,-,^ . . . . . . . .  I \ ;; 
from the Chinese capital, for premier, the official in I We Will pay  ~Z.UU p~[  uupy .  1 \ ~ 
said 4,000 Teng backers charge of the government. I I ~ i 
relliedintwoPekingsquares Kyodo, inaHongKongdla- I Must be complete issues. I ' :~ 
Saturday night and Sunday patch, quoted an informed I _ .  . . . . .  I 
demanding that Hun, Man source there as say~ the I Bring to the /er race /K ,  idmat I *~ 
Tse-tung's handpicked sne, Communist party central I _ . . . . . . . .  ~ :1 
t ceesor as Communist party committee would make an i Daily Herald Office. I 
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INSTRUCTOR- Recreation 
courses for spring term, 
per hour. 
LOCUM - 6 ms. position. 
Must have graduate ex- 
perience in internal 
medicine, psychiatry and 
obstetrics. $2,000 per month. 
M-" 
MEDICAL LAB 
TECHNOLOGIST- Must 
Don Mac|area of Van° 
couver and Lloyd Rochester 
of Ottawa, both 85, posed for 
pictures Saturday beside an 
immaculate SE-5A, aged 62, 
one of the biplane fightors 
Canadian air force was 
formed, is credited with 
downing 48 enemy aircraft 
during six months of his one- 
year posting to the Western 
Front. 
Not my fault - Clark 
QUEBEC (CP) -- Joe inees for the elections, while 
Clark says he is not to blame 
if his party has a poor image 
in Quebec. 
"I wasn't party chief when 
Louis Rlel was hung, and I 
hod very little influence 
during the conscription," 
quipped the Progressive 
Conservative l ader during a 
Saturday meeting with 20 
fle~drty candidates for coming 
era/elections. 
He said his party is the 
choice od nine out of 1O prov- 
e 
Quebec remains the big 
challenge. 
• To help change this, Clark 
said the party will maintain 
a permanent prese~e in 
Quebec from now until the 
elections, expected in the 
spring. 
The Conservative leader 
was accompanied by 
Jollette, Que., MP Roch 
LaSalle and Ottawa MP 
Robert De Cotret during a 
Quebec tour Friday and 
Saturday. 
Kiwi Labor party stays 
, The finalcount could erode 
this slim margin and ab- 
sentee votes in 11 crucial 
constituencies with election 
majorities of 505 or less will 
decide who governs New 
Zealand for the next three 
years. 
"It would be quite ira. 
proper to concede de,eat at 
this stage,,' Labor pa.rt,/ 
Leader Bill Rowling sate. 
His party made big Inroads 
on the government, 
especially in deprensed rural 
areas. 
For Muldocn there is no 
doubt about he result. "We 
have won. We have a 
working majority. It's 
business as USUal." 
The final count could take 
up to 10 days. 
WELLINGTON (Reuter) 
-- New Zealand's opposition 
Labor party refused Sunday 
to concede general election 
defeat, but Prime Minister 
Robert Muldoon insisted he 
and his conservative 
National party won. 
Muldoo0's party appears 
to have just squeezed back 
into power, although still. 
uncounted absentee hoHota 
leave the final result in 
doubt. 
As counting continued, it 
was clear that voters in 
Saturday 's  e lec t ion  
registered a strong pretest 
against Muldoon's tough 
economic policies by 
slashing his parliamentary 
majority from 19 to, at most, 
six seats in the 92-seat home. 
Leftist guerillas hit 
MANAGUA (AP) -- 
leftist guerrillas taged hit- 
and-run attacks on 
Nicaraguan ational guard 
outposts near the Costa 
Riean border Sunday, but 
military spokesmen said 
there were no casualties. 
• A spokesman for President 
Aunstsslo Som0ca's national 
guard, Nicaragua's com- 
bined army and police force, 
said the raids on the Boca de 
Sahalo guard posts were 
made by members of the 
International Brigades of 
Sandinistes. 
The spokesman said the 
guerrillas "fled hock into 
Costa Rica to their refuge" 
after the raids. 
The leftist Sa'ndinista 
National Liberation Front, 
which led a bloody two-week 
Latin American countries. 
Somoza has accused 
Panama and Venezuela of 
helping the guerrillas by 
sending war supplies to 
Cesta Rion to support hem. 
• Mediators from the United, 
Status, Ouatemala nd the 
Dominican Republic met 
again Sunday in Masagaa to 
discuss ways to overcome 
N icaragua 's  pol it ical  
problems. 
Both Somcza and the 
Broad Opposition Front, an 
alliance of political parties 
and labor unions, rejected a
proposed national 
referendum to let Nionra- 
guans decide whether 
Somoza should stay in 
'power. 
Semoas's foes have 
important announcement 
today. The source was 
It said a new wall poster 
went up in Peking denoun- 
cing the 1965.69 Cultural 
Revolution as a national 
disaster. The "revolution," a 
purging of "reactionary" 
elements in favor • of 
ideological purity, was spon- 
sored by the late Mao. 
Kyodo said Teng told 
Japanese Democratic 
Socialist party leader 
Ryoscku Sasaki at a meeting 
in Peking that the Chinese 
leadership is considering 
revising two decisions its 
politburo made in April, 
1976--one that promoted HuB 
to first vicechairman of the 
party and premier and 
another that dism~ed Tehg 
from all his party a~d 
government posts. 
Upon Man's death ,iis 
September, 1976, Hun was 
elevated to chairman ann 
Teng later was reinstated in 
the hierarchy, oq 
• It remained unc les  
whether Hua might ~ba 
removed from the pal~ 
chairmanship as well, sint~ 
his promotion to that ptkt 
stemmed from his +lp-  
pointment as first viSe- 
chairman. 
Teng indicated the "revi- 
sions" would be made 
because Mao was ill at the 
time and the decisions came 
at the initiative of the radical 
"Gang of Four," the now- 
disgraced group led by 
Man s widow, Chiang Ching. 
reported to have indicated it m 
might donl with a reshuffling I AViS AUK PARENTS FRANCOPHONES I 
of the premler's post. I INSCRUPTION 1 
. The agency also quoted I PROGRAIMLME.CA3DREDEFRANCAI8 I 
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with official approval. The | Minbtere de l' Education. Ii faut qu 'oil parle francals | 
attacks on Man further | containment. , I 
signal a turn of the political | . . _ I 
tide against Hun, since the i L'inssription des cloves, pour. m region "terrace- H 
late chairman was the i Thornhlll, ee fera le 28 novemore ntre 9 het  15 h a l 
source of Hua'a power. | School Board Office, 3211 Konncy SL, Terrace. I 
Teng said the Chinese I ! 
government has no intention | Si vous ne pouvez pas iaserire en perecane, s'il v.ous 
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WANTED 
',.. . 
CARRIERS 
for th 
Timberland Trailer Park 
have Class 1 with one or two 
years experience. HSA wage 
scale. 
MEDICAL TYPIST- 50 wpm 
tyiflng. Must know medical 
terms. $6 per hour. 
SANTA CLAUS- 80hrs. work 
over 2 week period. $4 per 
hour. 
OF HEALTH 
Scientists around the world 
are learning more about a 
little gland that can play a big 
role in a woman's monthly 
cycle. .. 
The pituitary gland, a smem 
organ attached to the brain, 
produces hormones, sub- 
stances that affect most 
bodily functions. 
~. • • 
DOCTORS CAN HELP 
some people with pituitary 
problems. 
FOREMAN - Must have rebellion against the Somosa 
thorough knowledge of all government inSeptemhor, is
equipment. Salary known to have gathered 
negotiable. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $1,000 per month. 
CARPENTER - Temporary 
position. Contract basis. 
Sometimes the pituitary 
gland secretes too much of s 
hormone called prolactin. 
This can cause women to 
develop amenorrhea (not 
menstruate) and galactorrhea 
(an inappropriate secretion of 
milk). 
Fortunately, scientists have 
also found a drug that can be 
used to treat these problems. 
Called bromocr ipt ine 
mesylate, it inhibits the secre- 
tion of prolactln. The drug 
has been introduced in the 
United States by Sandoz 
Pharmaceuticals  Parlodel ','°, 
and seiehtists are currently 
Iooldng into other uses for it, 
such as dea l ing  with 
infertility, postpartum lacta- 
tion', Parkinson's disease and 
aeromegaly. 
demanded his resignation, 
but tha president says he will 
, not leave office until his term 
recruits from several other expires in 1981. 
Algerian leader improves 
ALGIERS (AP) --  
Algerian President Houari 
Boumedienne regained 
consciousness Sunday after 
more than a week in a coma, 
the official Algerian news 
agency said. It reported a 
"general improvement" in 
• his condition. 
None of the specialists 
treating Boumedlenne, in- 
c lud ing Amer icans ,  
Russians, French, 
Yugoslavs, Tunisians and 
Germans, could be reached 
for comment on his con- 
dition. 
The news agency, citing 
medi.cal sources, said: "The 
president's condition has 
shown a general im- 
provement on all levels. He 
is progressively emerging 
from his coma and his neu- 
rological condition is 
developing favorably." 
Well-informed Algerian 
sources aid the 53-year-old 
president is suffering from 
Waldenstroem's dlaeane,' a
disorder of the lymphatic 
system causing kidney 
failure and a circulatory 
obstruction. 
Crosby daughter marries' 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. 
(Renter) --  Mary Crosby, 19, 
only daughter of the late 
Blng Cresby, has married 
composer Edmund Lot- 
timer, 27, a spokesman for 
the Crosby family said 
Saturday. 
The wedding took place at 
sunset Friday at a private 
home in Los Angeles and 
only members ofthe couple's 
families and a few close 
friends attended. 
The late singer-actor hod 
four sons by his first wife, 
the late Dixie Lee, and two 
boys and Mary by his second 
wife Kathryn. 
Miss Crosby, an aspiring 
actress, recently appeared 
in the television film Pearl. 
The couple met in San 
Francisco two years ago 
when Mary was a student 
there. 
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I I)!~AR ENRAGED: ! think you're making a 
,..retain out of a molehill (or maybe two, for all 1 
~u.tt ), If your daughter allows her husband to impose Dear Abby h,~ v, L~he.~ on her, that's between them. 
Too bad you went to so much trouble to get the 
blouse. Tell your daughter that if she Can't wear it, 
return it. The ~ hole fuss strikes me as sheer nonsense. 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~D 1978 by ~c~Oo Tt|~ne.N.Y. Newl SynO. l~c 
DEAR ABBY: When my 27.year-old daughter and I 
went shopping, she saw a blouse she loved, but they 
didn't haveit in her size. Knowing how much she 
wanted it, I made several tripe to the st~e trying to get 
it in her size. I finally succeeded and got it for her as a 
gift. (She knew how much trouble I had gone to get the 
blouse.) . " ". 
She and her husband (he's 29) came over to get it, 
and she tried it on for him. He sold nothing, but two 
days later she called, in tears, saying her husband 
thought i wu  too sheer. (It WAS quite sheer, but at .  
nearly as sheer as many I wear.) 
I suggested she wear a slip andsr it, but she said her 
husband idn't want other men to see through her 
clothes--that he had forbidden her to keep it, and that 
was tbutl 
I was furious and told her I wouldn't return iL 
What is your opinion of this situation? 
ENRAGED IN CALIF. 
DEAR ABB¥. When a person confesses to adultery, 
is he or she obilga ted to provide the details? 
1 am the wronged wife, and when I demanded to 
know when, why, where and with whom, I was called 
nosy. NAMELESS 
DEAR NAMELESS: If it's your intention to forgive 
and forget, the less you know the less you'll have to 
forget. 
DEAR ABBY: I asked a friend for advice about my 
problem and she said, "Write to Abby," so here goes: 
I am engaged to marry the son of a minister. (I'11 call 
my fiance Timothy.) Timothy's father, without even 
discussing itwith us, has assumed that he will perform 
our marriage ceremony. 
Timothy and I prefer to have his father sit with his 
mother at the wedding and be a guest with no official 
duties to perform. 
Our problem is how to tell Timothy's father without 
offending him. He's a wonderful person, but he's very 
persuasive and we're afraid he might ry to talk us into 
letting him have his way. 
Is there asolution? Or should we just give in and grin 
and bear it? 
WEDDING BELLS 
DEAR BELLS: It'a your wedding, and you have the 
fight to do your own I ~[og*  Timothy should tell his 
father respectfully, lovingly, Imt firmly of your 
deekinn. And the soouer the better. 
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's 
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know" write 
Abby: 13Z Lasky Dr., Beverly Hllis, CaM. 90ZIZ. En- 
time I1 and a long, stamped (Z8 cents), self.addressed 
envelope, please. 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will today 
be? To find out what the stars 
say, read the forecast given 
for your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Your schedule is Jammed. 
Even so, don't refuse to do a 
small favor. It could provide 
just the opening you've been 
waiting for. ~ 
concerned, give your mind 
time to clear before taking an 
irrevocable step. 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
It 's important o make a 
good impression, so dress 
carefully, take extra pains 
with appearance. Before this 
day is over you'll be glad you 
took the trouble. 
LIBRA 
today. The mood is rmnantie, 
and you may very wed throw 
caution to the winds. 
AQUARIUS , ~  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Don't say Yes when deep 
down you realize you want to 
say No. The wrong answer 
now will .just entangle your 
emotions needlessly. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
TAURUS U~p 25)Jt.~'~ An unexpected telephone (Apr. 21 to May 21) (Sept. 24 to OCt. 
Don't let a glib date flatter Better get yo.ur priorities callmay bring you news about 
you into an embarrassing straight and deride whether a someone you have loved for 
situation. Keep a cool head short-term fling is worth many years. You are among 
instead Of letting your heart ]eopat'dl=ing a long-tern the first to know. 
make a foolish decision.' relationship. 
GEMINI "7~ SCORPIO ]1~ ""YOU BORN TODAY are 
(May 22 to June 21) !![ (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ~ unusuallyveruatile with nmny 
A disappelniment is rely a You enjoyed social but- talents that could lead you to 
temporary setback. Get in terflying this past weekend success in a variety of fields. 
fighting trim again, and you but had best alight and settle Your interests and 
will have another chance to down to a serious project educational training could 
win when round No. 2 comes today. This work can't wait make you a financialwizard, a 
up. longer, brilliant attorney, a dedicated 
CANCER ~. , ,~  SAGITrARIUS ~ && educator. You would be most 
(June 22 to July 23) o~ff (Nov. ,~ to Dec. 21) K ~  effective in a career that calls 
Determination pays Don t start that beok or you your powersof persuasion i to 
today, winning others to your won't accomplish a tM~.zg. As a play. Diplomacy might be 
point of view. A golden op- 
portunity may be at hand. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)~/6~a~ 
YOU may not solve your own 
problems today, but you can 
lend good advice to others. 
Where personal affairs are 
beokaholic, you should never 
start reading until there is 
free time for it -- else w~k 
will walt. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Your warm and loving 
nature will cam a new friend 
your calling. You have a deep 
interest in music and the 
theater and enjoy travel. 
Birthdate of: David Merrtck, 
theatrical producer; Caroline 
Kennedy,  p res ident ' s  
daughter. @1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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Crosswo l " ,d :  
I I  
tCROSS 40 Reine's 2 Deer track 
Onager consort 3 Type of lily 
Verify 41 Star.related 4 Non-citizens 
8 Punish, 45 Inner: 5 Opera 
physically comb. form composer 
12 French isle 48 Place not 6 Vane 
13 -- majesty to be direction 
14 Devil's 50 Peruse 7 Rectify 
domain 51 Famed 8 Use a 
15 Exhausted canal gun 
17 Like pizza 52 Comprehend 9 Hawaiian 
18 Preserved 53 Author neckwear 
19 Movie initials Vidol 10 -- for one 
of yore 54 Dispatch 11 Wield 
21 Prefix with 55 Dine with 
cycle DOWN energy 
22 One or the 1 Gives a 16 Type of 
other hand fund 
26 Black hole, Average solution time: 25 rain. 
for one [C I~ A B IC IR I  I ]E~IPIEITI 
29 Concorde ~)IOINIAIHIAILIOIRIVEI 
30 Age [SIAINIDIPl I IPIEI~IUI~INI 
31 Bump into 
32 Legal matter 
L ~  
33 Furnished 
temporarily 
34 Greek 
vowel 
35 Poetic word 
36 Confused 
fight [P~EIS~IWIN IE IT IO IN I  
37 Tatters 12-I ' 
39 Adoring One Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
15 16 -e ' ' i : 
i '  N,, =°1 NNN 
33Cad 26 27. 28 
24 Seabird ~32 ~33 
25 F'v;fl,,ate 3, I I  I 
2, A/carl- girl ,~  
=Oriental ~ ~ 4 o  
3ZDwetL~ 45 46 ;47 
33 Musical 5o ~s~ 52 
direction .... . .  
36 Potatoes, 
sometimes 
38 Wear away CRYPTOQUlP ! 2-i 
38 Dickens 
villain HNN M.AEMWSWCA NECAUM VWNN 
42 Ploy 
43 LikeashipC HNT A SK  A WU EVZ S U TSK 
44 Former Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- TOUGH TALES ELICIT RAUCOUS 
manorial LAUGHTER. 
court Today's Cryptoqulp clue: E equals 0
45 Unit of 11ze Cryp~qulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
work . letter used stands for another. If you think that. X equals O,.it 
46 New: coma. will onual O throughout the puzzle. Single lette~, short worus, 
form and words using an apostrophe can give you alum to locating 
47 Patriotic vowels, Solution Is accomplished by trim and error, 
org. © zm K~ F~ s~.zu=~, .  
49 Swedish 
coin By E=go~ S/~ff~r 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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